
BY MS WECiKERLY

Mr Labus Mr Santacroce showed you States

Exhibit 65 which was the published article about this

investigation just second ago on crossexaniinction And he

talked dbort the reference to the limitations of the

investigation gness in this care is that right

Yes

Is that unique to outbreak this ptiu1a
outbreak investigation

10 No

11 Why is that

12 In an outbreak investigation youre going in

13 after something happened and trying to figure out wha4

14 happened in the past

15 Okay

16 So its difficult to know You werent there to

17 observe what happened or those days arid so theres always the

18 potential that people will forget things or do things

19 differently by the time you do your investigations

20 So theres nothing unique about ths particuia

21 investigation those limitations occur all the time

22 Yes thats correct

23 And the the fact that there was some

24 eyewitness observation of unsafe injection practices by

25 yourselves by yourself and members of the CDC mean was
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that urigue dctuallv

No in an outbreak investication sometimes you

observe whct you believe to be the cause of the outbreak

So theres diways sort of combination of sort

of observtlons mo scientific conclusiors

Yec

Now you were asked about or you were shown

the the crart of Qll the procedures by Mr Santdcroce

When you omi members of the CDC did the chart review in this

10 case were ou anle to establish dn accurate order of

11 procedures or September the 21st

12 The order yes we were pretty sure that one

ii is accurate

14 Ck0y Ano were you able to net like specific

15 times as to each patient that order

16 No

17 Why not

18 There were number of times recorded in the

19 chart there were lot of things that just diont add up and

20 didnt seem to be correct We had lot of difficulty relying

21 on mos of tie times that were In the chart to do anything

22 meaninoful

23 And mean the chart times are are

24 variable correct Depending on which time you use

25 Yes
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And because of thcit is it possible to give

precise order of patients

The order probably but exactly what time they

started and stopped no

Okay Aric mean was there do you know

if even the two rooms as we know now would have synchronizec

times

There were clocks on the waY they lust looked

to be standard clorks They may have been set dIfferently

10 We dont know we didnt we didnt check the clocks on the

11 wall and we did it was still five months after the fact

12 so..

13 Now you were asked about biopsy eguipment as

14 possible source on of contaminction or of transmission on

15 July the 2Hth and thought heard you say on

16 cross examinaton that you werent you werert able to do

17 statistical ca cilation on that date like you were for the

18 the chart in States 228 on that references September the

19 21st is that right

20 Yes thats correct

21 And why would tf at be scientifically

22 You want to compare people that were exposed to

23 those who are unexposed And if only one person got sick

24 hes either exposed or unexposed to each item So theres

25 really no way to do comparison of just one person
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And thats because the the samp of the one

person who wd5 exposed or who tested positive on the 25th

theres theres no o.her way to to draw oomparison

with him and someone else

Right Youre trying to do comparison of

groups and you naro croup of one versus group of zero

So theres no way to dr coiparison or any calculations

Ofix Eu ii think you did talk about how the

source patiert the 2ctL went directly to the procedure

10 room and that wcs one o5 tee reasons why you were able to

11 conduce salne flush wds not likely to be the cause of

12 transmissioma

13 Yes thdts correct

14 And doesnt matter whether or not the Mr

15 Washinoton who was ultimately fifected on that day had

16 saline flush because you need contamination from the source

17 patienu is th0t fail

18 Yes thats correct

19 When you when you learned of the the

20 computer error teat ould help cssign which patients were in

21 which room did you review your conclusions or did you

22 consider whether or not that information would affect the

23 conclusion you drew regarding how the disease was transmitted

24 on the 21st

25 Yes
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And did it affect your conclusion 0t all as to

the moce of trdnsmission

No it did not

Mr Wright askeo you about that think it

was notification that was sent out on on cant

remember which day but it wds Fonrudry of 2008

February 2008

Okay You have better memory than me Was

that notification issuen befcre you finalized the Health

District report regarding this outbreak

Yes

So that was sort of preliminary warning

It wasnt really warning it was kind of

sepate we discovered problem upon doing the outbreak

investigation and did the notification as result of that

problem that we identified

Okay And your your ultimate report was

issued some some months later correct

Yes

Epi Aid that

were involved

whether or

Mr Wright askeo yoi about that that second

that guess took place after the one you

with correct

Yes

And think he asked you if you were aware of

not the Epi Aid revealed that there was multiuse of

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

zO

21

22

/3

24

25
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propofol or multiuse of certan medication Arid think you

said you your understandino was th0t that was the case

Yes

To your knowledoe was did that also include

the combination of svirge re.se withn patient or was it

iimiteo to to multiuse of medication

dont rememoer thc cpecific detdls of that

investigation Like sad wasnt invo ved in that one

It was different agency ann the dio separate response

10 that we werent invoiveo

11 Okay Ann think when you were asked

12 about ambulatory surgical centers and whether or not there

13 were regulations or wheher or not they were properly

14 supervised before this outbreak really wasnt something that

15 you were involved with or ever became aware of until this

16 investigation

17 Yes

18 So you woulo have limited knowledge of

19 what the issues were with those centers pror to the outbreak

20 Yes had seen report at conference

21 before about an outbreak at an endoscopy center but really

22 didnt quite understand how ASCs work or regulated or what

23 their role in medicine really is

24 Okay Mr Wright asked you about your

25 conversations with Dr Carrol and and the notification
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process And if if understand you correctly the

notification is is response to pubiic health

issue is that fair

Yes

And the the purpose of that is sc people get

treatment or find out what their status is

The purpose was for people to cet tested and

then if theyre positive net treated or manaced as

appropriate

10 Okay And it really as as ycu discussed

11 with Mr Wright didnt relate to your conclusions regarding

12 the mooe of transmission

13 Thats correct

14 When you were speaking with Dr Carrol he

15 brought you guess chart that was based Of anesthesia

16 time

17 Im not sure exactly what he based his chart on

18 but he did have chart that Ye showed me

19 Okay Die anytfing that he showed you make you

20 doubt your conclusions or make you think boy got to

21 relook at this whole thing because Dr Carrol here you know

22 seems to have point Or was something that you had

23 already considered or

24 think the biggest thing took away from him

25 showing that chart was we identified an additional patient
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that we hadnt identified earlier because he had sorrebody

listed as case that was name we didnt see

Okay So it actually

It gave us one more cdse bu that -eilly didnt

change anything at that point

Okay Dio did it at mke ycu question

your conclosions regardino the soore of ri0rsmissicn

No

And as as you sit here row ycu know some

10 five or so years later is your conclusion or oe_ief The same

11 regarding what caused the transmission of The repatitis

12 virus no tnese individuals

13 Yes it is

14 Its the same Thank you

15 TUE COURT All right Mr Wrioh any ecross

16 Mr WRIGHT Yeah just on that

17 RECROSS EXAMiNATION

18 BY MR WRIGHT

19 Questions about the second Epi Aid and whether

20 it dealt with any findings of reuse of sir nges do you recall

zl that another clinic was osed down because 0n

22 anesthesiologist M.D was multidosing wiTh vdls and reusing

23 syringes

24 Yes but it wasnt from that report

25 Okay It it was from BLC inspections
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Yes it was separate BLC inspection of that

faciliy

Okay

It wasnt the the dont think it was the

CCC esponse on that one

It tha- that inrident predated the second

En iic

Im not exactly sure tflnk so but Im no

exatl sure

10 Okay

11 MR WRIGHT No further questions

THE COURT Mr Santacroce

13 RECROSS EXAMINATION

14 El MR SANTACROCE

15 When you said you had no statistical comparison

16 far July 25th aS to the bopsy forceps being reused is thaL

17 the same analysis for tine propofol contamination If you only

18 had one Infected patient can you do statistical analysis

19 hadnt oone statistical analyss on the

20 piopofol contamination before All patients received

21 propofol so there was no non propofol group If there were

22 multiple medications used you could have done comparison

23 but couldnt do it on September 21st cause everydy was

24 exposec to propofol Theres no way to compare It to asything

25 else
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No sam July 25th

The same rhing on July 25th

Okay You testified that you hah problems vih

the times but in front of the grand jury you testified tha

you came to the conclusion that the nuxses times were the

if ost accurQte corret

Right

Okay Ano you testified that the sequene of

the paients wam coriec is tht your testimony

10 Yes

11 So we know for example that the source ptieno

12 Kenneth Runino was before this patient in yellow conet

13 Yes

14 Okcy Ano then we know that this next patien

15 happened after that this one this one this one this one

16 and down thie line correct

17 Generally yes

18 The well youre confident and you testifieo

19 that that was correct Is it correct or

zO Yes

21 not correct

22 Yes it is

z3 Can you see the CRNA5 on on whats displayed

24 there

25 Yes can
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Okay Can you pcnt to which column thats in

Because cart see it from here

Its the

ust point on your screen

Ohmy

Okay

Thats

Iwanrto

CRNA

10 move tIa over

11 okay

12 so we can get you can tap tte bottom of

13 the screen if you woulc

14 MR SThULAHER On tre riqht hand corner

15 BY MR SANTACROCK

16 Theie you oo Okay So the sequence is

17 correct and we know that the CPNAs according to your

18 testimony onl changed rooms at lunch breaks and dt potty

19 bieaks and we know that Kenneth Rubino Stacy Hutchinson

20 were contamirated in different rooms correct Who were the

21 CRNAs in Room with Kenneth Rubinc

22 Keith Matfahs

23 Who was the CRNA for Stacy Hutchinson

24 Ronald Lakeman

25 And when did and if you look down below Stacy
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Hutchinsori who was the CPNA for that procedure

Keith Mathahs

So Vathahs didnt cone over to relieve Mr

Lakeman for potty break until after Stacy Hutchinson

correct

These times yes

Times oi chronology or sequence of

Orthe

ptienrs

10 according to the sequence yes

11 MR SANTACROCE Nothing further

12 THE COURT Ms Wecker_y

13 MS WECKERLY Nottirg further

14 THE COURT Ill see Counsel at the bench

15 Any additional juror questions

16 Of ecord bench conference

17 THE COURT All right have question on

18 changing little bit

19 THE WITNESS Okay

20 THE COURT Die you video or auoio record any of the

21 interviews during your investigation at the endoscopy center

22 THE WITNESS No we did not

23 THE COURT All right Is that something you

24 normally do or no

25 THE INESS No thats
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THE COURT Or ever do

THE WITNESS thats not norma in our proedures

THE COURT Okay All right Any fcllowup to that

last question Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY No Your Honor

TSE COURT Any followup Mr Wright

MR WRICHT No Your Honot

THE COURT Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

10 THE COURT Any additional juror questions foi this

11 witness

12 All right Sir thank you for your testirnorry Im

13 about to excuse you but must admonish you not to discuss

14 youi testimony with anyone else who may be witness in this

15 matter

16 Thank ycu sir And you are excused

17 Does the State have any other witnesses scheouled

18 for today

19 MS WECKERLY No Your Honor

20 THE COURT All right Ladies and gent emen ere
21 going to go ahead and take our evening recess We will be

22 reconvening tomorrow morning at 1030

23 May see the bailiff at the bench

24 Well reonvere at 1030 During the evening recess

25 you are reminded that youre not to discuss the case or
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anything relat ng to the case with each other or with anyone

else Youre not to read watch listen to any reports of or

corirnentaries on this case any person or subject matter

relating to the case Do not do any independent research by

way of the Internet or any other medium and please do not

form or express an opinion on the trial

Notepads in your chairs and folow the nailiff

througl the recr door Well see you back tomorrow at 1030

0onrt recessed for the evening at 347 p.m
10

11

14

15

17

18

19

20

zl

z2

/3

24

/5
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cERTIFICATION

CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING IS CORRECT TRANSCRIPT FROM THE

AIO VISUAL RECOREING OF THE PROCEEDINGS IN THE ABOW ENTITLED

MATTER

AFFIRbTION

AFFIRM THAT ThIS TRANSCRIPT DOES NOT CONTAIN THE SOCIAL SECUPIT OR

TAX IDENTIFICALION NUMBER OF AN nThRSCN OR ENtITY
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Okay Anc so d5 far as her they were using

syringes to draw up the propofo_ correct

Yes

And so she would get new needle new syringe

draw up propofol injec patient correct

Yes

Okay Anc then the patient needed second

dose of propofol she wou ci net new needle rew syringe

draw up and dose the patent second time

10 Yes

11 Okay Anc so nd then she was taught

12 throwing away her needles and syringes in the Sharps

13 container

14 dont krcw that she was taught but thats

15 what we observed

16 Okay

17 We did Observe her recap needle at one point

18 which was concern more for her safety than anything else

19 but it wasnt risk to the patet
20 Okay Anc so what is ILecap needle In

21 other words

So you have the the plastc cap on the

23 needle you pu it off you cio the injection tdking the cap

24 and puttno it back on he neede Kind of like putting cap

25 en pen You have you should just put the whole thing
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right in Sharps container instedd of accidentally poking

yourself while youre doing that

Okay

So its more of workplace safety issue for the

staff than it would be we also saw her remove the cap for

one needle put it in her mouth and pull it off with her

teeth and then do it that way So again thats nono

Okay Like this

Yes

10 Okay And so thats the danger in that is..

11 Well theres contamination risk from that

12 and then she could also poke herself with it as well Its

13 just bad practice all around

14 Okay Ano so other than those dont want

15 to call them trivial but not not serious transgressions by

16 Linda Hubbaro all of her injection practices meaning clean

17 needle clean syringe injection into patient not reusing

18 needles and syringes on all of that she was fine

19 Yes

20 Okay Ano what you did observe her doing was

21 taking propofoi using it on natient but theres still some

22 left in the vial and so sheo set aside

z3 Yes

24 correct Ano so then new patient comes in

25 and she starts with new propofol vial and injects them
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safely and then sets asioe arother partici ly emptied one

Yes thats correct

And so after number of procedures she had four

or five vials all with lttle bit of propolll in them

still sittng there correct

Yes

Okay Anc so then she toll ci syringe needle

and syringe and filled up needle und svi nqe by taking the

remnants out of the four or five propofol vials

10 It was multiple syringes but yes that basic

11 idea

12 Okay So she filled ouple of brand new

13 clean reedles and syrinoes out of the four or five propofol

14 remnants

15 Yes

16 Okay And so you you were observing her

17 multiusing using propofol on multiple patients out of one

18 vial

19 Yes

20 is what woulo have orcuried

21 Treating the vial

22 right

23 like multiCose vial bcsically

24 Okay

25 yes
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And she she was doing that knowing that you

all re standing there watching heiL correct

We were in the room so assume so yes

Okay And so then did did you talk to her at

that time

No

Okay Her meaning Linda Hubbard And the

this usino propofol as multidose xTial it caused you

concern

10 Yes

11 Okay Now you had you had already known

12 that from Weanesday correct

13 Potentially yes

14 Okay And so now youre actually seeing it

15 correct

16 Yes

17 And did did you -- other than Lnda Hubbard

18 on that Friday did you observe other CRNAs

19 did not no

20 Okay So you youiL sole observations were

zl Linda Hubbard on Friday morning

z2 Yes thats correct

23 Okay Ann know you came back number of

24 times during the next couple of weeks to the clinic for

z5 various purposes Did you come in and do any other procedure
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observations

No it was all records review when come b0k

Now your ycu had conversation with Vincent

Nione

Yes

Okay Arid is tYat after your observations of

Linda Hubbaro

Yes it was

Okay And did you did you observe any

10 procedures of Vincent Mione

11 did not no

12 Okay Oar you oescribe Vircent Mione

13 Average height believe he h0d gray hai

14 think it was shaved kind of like buzz cut ron what

15 remember

16 It was what

17 shaved kind of short Salrcut from what

18 remember

19 Okay Like

zO Its been lonc time oort reilly remembe

21 him that well

22 okay Well you theres couple of

23 Vinnies that were CRNA5 is that correc

z4 Yes

25 Okay Ann do you know which Vinnie you talked
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to

believe we spoke with Vincent Mione think

Vinen Sagendorf caine in at different time dont think

he ms working think he came in that afternoon and they

mid tilked to him hut 1e wasnt working at that clinic on

that oay

Omiy The cou it be you have your Vinnies

mixed up

Im sure its possible but from what

10 remember on the notes and the things took it was Vincent

11 Iione

12 Okay didnt see it in your notes

13

14 Do you have some notes havent seen

15 Id have to look back

16 is what Im saying

17 what have Its been lonci time since

18 that conversaton So its possible that the two were mixed

19 up bu dont think so

20 Well do you have any did you write anything

21 dmin arywhere regarding that conversatior with Vincent Mione

22 dont know if did or not If ts not in

23 the nomes then Then maybe didnt It was brief

24 conversation It was 30 secords or minute or so

25 Okay Well the dont take my
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representation for it when tell you its not in the notes

The didnt see it but dont know that have all of

your notes okay Do you think anywhere you made note of

that Have you seen anywhere your conversations where you

noted it on January 11 with Vincent Mione

really dont remember

Okay Now are you aware that Vincent Mione

denies the conversation with you

No

10 Okay The and who else was present

11 Melissa Schaefer

12 Okay 1\ow in your one of your interviews

13 believe the one you were interviewed by the Metropolitan

14 Police Department correct

15 Yes

16 Okcy Have you read that transcript lately

17 No not lately

18 Okay My recollection of that is when you were

19 trying to determine who the Vinnie was you may have talked tc

20 you said it ws the Vinnie who was brand new there

21 dont remember thdt Its possible

22 Okay Do you know which Vinnie was new had

23 been recently hired

24 No dont

25 Well the evidence has been thQt its it
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mean Mr Mione teslified in here and Mr Sagendorf testified

in here te two 1/innies okay And Mr Mione had worked

for nunber of years at the olinio mainly Burnham and Mr

Sagendorf oao iust been hred in Ootober 2007

Okay

Do yu remember whioh of tfe two you talked to

This fa after No dont

MR WRIGHT Page 28 Metro

BY MR WRIGHT

10 This is transoript from your interview

11 Metropoltan Polioe Department on May 19 2008

12 Okay

13 Look at page 28 Look at that to yourself

14 Witness ooMRlied Okay

15 Does that refresh your reoolleotion as to whioh

16 Vinnie you talked to

17 From --he oonversation here it was the newer one

18 and oont know enough details to say if that was Mione or

19 Sagendorf

20 Okay But the tnis was in May 2008

21 Yes

22 So this was lterally four months ater

23 oorreo

24 Right

25 And you oou dnt remember the last name of the
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Vinnie you talked to correct

Thdt looks correct

And what you believed was that whoever is the

newer Vincent the one who hac been there short amount of

time correct

That looks correct yes

So if if te evidence is that the person who

has been there the short amount of time is Vincent Sagendorf

and not Vince Mione that would have been the person you spoke

10 with is that fair

11 Possibly yes

12 Okay Well is that correct

13 Like said its been long time dont

14 remember exactly which one it was

15 Okay And you made no report of it and no notes

16 whatsoever

17 None that remember but havent looked at it

18 in long time or havert looked at for that particular

19 item in while

20 Mr Sagenoorf testified in here and he also

21 denies any such ccnversation with you

22 Okay

z3 Have you spoken to Melissa Schaefer is that

24 her name get them mixed up

25 Its still Melissa Schaefer yeah she has the
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same name

Melissa Scnefe about this

About this No

Okay She ooes not recollect any such

conversation

Okay

Have you redd her grand jury testimony

Years ago

Okay Coulo you could be mistaken about this

10 because of the passage of tie
11 Mistaken about whet specifically

12 This conversation

13 That it happeneb

14 Yes

15 dont beleve so

16 Okay But you cont know who it was with

17 may have the incorrect Vincent thats

18 correct

19 And the ano the ccnversaton was what

20 It was just brief conversaton about the

21 injection practices about the reuse of propofol and the

22 reuse of syringes to access vials and he said the they

23 were tolo to reuse the syrinoes but he oidnt do it

24 Okay Ann at that point it seems to me

25 you know tbat propofol is beirg multluseo correct Treated
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dS miAtidose

In general yes

Okay Well in general it had been stated to

you all and you all had observed it correct

Yes that was the general practice of the

clinic

Okay Ano at this time of this conversation

with Vinnie there hadnt been any observations of any

syringe reuse correct

10 Not by me thats correct

11 Not by anyone at that point that you knew about

12 correct

13 That knew about at that fime

14 Yes

15 Thats correct

16 Okay So it seems to me if an employee is

17 actually saying discussing reuse of syrnges thats the

18 first time you all are hearinc it that would be some

19 significant seminal event

zO dont know about seminal evert but it was

zi significant yes

22 Okay But you made no ro notaton no

23 report its not in your wflat do you call this thing

24 The ICS forms

25 Right Correct
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Thats correct

When did you learned thct Gy1e Fischer had

observed Mr Matflahs CPNA reusing syringe to redose

patienr correct

Yes

You learned aboLt it that actnoon correct

Yes

And you all tnen have meet ng about it

It was in the conference room where we were all

10 working together so we were just discussing tLings in general

11 throughout the afternoon

12 Okay Ano woulo you wflen you were there

13 lookinc for unsafe practices and/ct tyino to determine how

14 this transmission could have occurred you would bring to the

15 attention of the clinic manacement axy hing you saw wrong

16 correct

17 Yes

18 Okay Because the whole you werent

19 conducting like crirnina investioation correct

20 Thats correct

21 Okay You were looking to see how hovi in rhe

22 world cid this happen and if we can ow can we correct it

23 and prevent it so its not happenino ngain

24 Yes thats correct

25 Okay And so like on that Friday who did you
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rreet with to tell them about propofol multiuse and syringe

reuse

correct

Friday was Tonya and Dr Carrol believe

Okay And you would share everything with them

Yes We met with ttem each day and told them

what we found and any new information kind of what the next

steps were

to prevent

correct

Okay And so they would then irplement changes

those things from happening aoain correct

That was our request of them yes

Okay And to your knowledee they did that

Yes

Okay And so like it was these are

dont use propofol for more than one patient correct

Yes

Okay And on syrnges dont use the same

syringe on the same patient to redose correct

of syringes

reuse of tne

Okay And there was never anything about reuse

or needles Ie calling them as one unit but

needle and syringe multipatient correct

Thats correct

Okay And by multipatient Im talking about

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

z2

23

/4

25

Yes
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like if CPNA injected one patient and tien used the same

needle and syringe on different patient

Yes thats correct

Nothing like that was ever observed seen

heamd tdlkeo about --

Correct

correct And so was it your nderstdnding

that as of Friday the 11th in the rreetinc coinc forward these

changes would take place

10 Yes we met with them late on Friday and they

11 said they would correct things for when they reopened on

12 Monday

13 Okay And the did you discuss with 0-ayle

14 Fischer what she had observed with CPNA KeIth Mathhs

15 Yes

16 Okay And did you understano that the

17 observation was that he was using needle and syringe brand

18 new dosng the patient with propofol ano/or lidocdine Im

19 just skipping over that but basically dosed the patient

20 and then when the patient needed redose Mr Mathahs was

21 taking out brand new needle removing he dirty needle from

22 the syringe placing clean reedle on tfe syrinne and then

23 going into propofol and drawing second dose and then

24 injecting the patient

di Thats correct
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Okay And did you discuss with her the practice

of rharang the needle

We discussed all of those things g-uess in

Okcy

throughout the day

And what does tYat do changing the needle

It doesnt really reduce risk of infection

because the blood can be in the syringe itself so the needle

itself changing the needle really doesnt make

10 difference

11 Okay And did you have any discussions with

12 you with Mr Mathahs about his belief that that was safe

13 injection practice by changing the needle

14 No did not

15 Are you aware that Gayle Fischer did

16 know she talked to him but dont know what

17 the details of tte conversation were exactly

18 Okay Now what Keith Mathahs was observed

19 doing was an unsafe injection practice is that fair

/0 Yes

21 Okay And was he observed using propofol as

22 multidose vial

23 Yes believe Ye was

24 Okay You believe he was

25 Yes
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And so if he was ant that ws observcd

that was inmedlately stopped

Yes know Gayle said she spoke to him after

that prooedure and so there wasnt an ongoing risk of

patients thiat re from using contaminated vial

Okay Anc the if he was not usng oropufol

as multidose vial ann was simply using needle and syrinon

to redose patient okay that would not cause coy

transmission of hepatitis

10 Thats correct

11 Okay And so it was determined by you in your

12 ultimate conclusion that the likely method of transmission on

13 the dates in question was combination of using propofol cs

14 multidose vial and at the same time reusing syrnges on

15 individual patents

16 Yes thats correct

17 Okay And if that occurred there was ch0nce

18 that virus in the source patient could contaminate the vial

19 of propofol right

20 Yes

21 And that that could be that vial could then

22 be useo on other another patient or patients

23 Yes thats correct

24 And thinK youve called that the serial

z5 contamination of vials theory
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Not just one You would have to then take it

from oontaminated vial and then essentially oontaminate

seoond vaI from the

Okay

first oontarninted vial

Okcy Ano you explained this morning that

theo eioa ly this if the trnsrdssion ooourred in the way

you believe it oould have that it oould either have been one

50o propofol vi was oont0minted oorreot

10 Yes theoretioally

11 Right And that one vial oould have

12 oontanrinated ail of the patients that were oontaminated on the

13 21st of September beoause there was enouoh volume in it that

14 it ould have been used on every oontaminated patient if

15 little bt was used eaoh time

16 Yes thats oorreot

17 Okay Ano that was one thats just single

18 vial oontamiration theory

19 Correot

20 Okay And then your alternative was the serial

21 oontamin oontamination theory oorreot

22 Yes

z3 And for your serial oontamination theory your

24 oonolusion of ikely this likely serial oontamination this

z5 is the frst tme anyone has ever oome up with suoh theory
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correc

dont know that tnats true or not havent

reviewed all the literature to say that nobody else has

thougdn of that idea

Okay Well yoc have looked at the literature

and coLldnt fInd any

didnt look at the literature specifically for

that didnt do search for any of those types of things

so its possible its out there dont know

10 Okay Well to your knowledge no one else has

11 ever come up with this serial contamination theory correct

12 guess thats true never really looked for

13 it so no to my knowledge no

14 Okay

15 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor Im having trouble

16 hearinc him

17 THE COURT All right Well this actually may be

18 good time to take our lunch break and think some of the

19 jurors are hinting they needed break

20 Ladies and gentlemen were going to go ahead and

21 take our excuse me our recess Fo the lunch Lreak we

22 will be in recess until 140

23 During the lunch break you are reminded that youre

24 not to dscuss the case or anything relating to the case with

25 each other or with anyore else Youre not to read watch
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listen to ny repcrts of or commentaries on this cdse any

person or subject matter relating to the case Dont do any

independent research by way cf the Internet or any other

medium and please do not form or express an opinion on the

trial

NotecOs in your chairs Follow the bailiff through

the rear docr

Jrry recessed at l20 p.m
THE COURT Ann curing tAn break do not discuss your

10 testimony with anbody else

11 THE WITNESS Can leave the my notebook

12 THE COURT Sure

13 All right lls lurch

14 Court recessed from 1231 to 143 p.m
15 Outside the presence of the jury

16 THE COURT Come on back Make sure Kenny knows

17 meant for him tc bring the jury in

18 Of record colloqiay

19 THE COURT Brine them in Were ready

20 THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

21 the presence of the jury

22 Jury entering at 147 p.m
23 THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody You may be

24 seated

25 THE COURT All riqht Court is now back in session
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Ano Mr Wright you may resume your

cross examination

MR WRIGHT Thank you

BY MR WRIGHT

want to go Lack to the Friday afternoon

January 11 2008 when you report to the clinic that

propofol issue and reuse syringe issue you all had

determined that you had fi gured out the method of

transmission correct

10 At that point it was concern dont know

11 that we figured out everything about the methoc of

12 transmission yet at that point

13 Okay Did do you recall testifying

14 Question My understanding is that you had already

15 reached your conclusion by January 11 2008 that the reuse of

16 syringes on multiple times on one patient coupled with the

17 propofol vials being reused on more than one patient was the

18 source of contamination of hepatitis at the clinic is that

19 correct

20 You answered Yes

21 dont specifically remember that but okay

22 Let me show you so you can cci firm read it

23 right the deposition on ebruary 24 2009 And Im lookino

z4 at page 211

25 Witness compied Okay
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Is that correct

Thats what it says

Having mace that determina on cc Friday

January 11 Im now oolnc to juno bacK to where was

before we took lunch recess

was asking you if thcre were anyone to your

knowledge well let me put it tYis way Youre the first

person to your knowledce who ha ever come up with serial

contamination theory of cs the mechanism of spreading

10 virus through vials correct

11 To my knowledge yes

12 And you have looked for any other cases asked

13 CDC about other cases looked in the literature to see if

14 there was ever any reported case of serial contamination like

15 you have theorized correct

16 No have not reviewed the literature for that

17 specific item havent done full study to see if anybody

18 else has ever published that

19 Okay Well you were previously asked in 2009

20 in your deposition if you were awie of any articles or cases

21 supporting your theory correct

22 Yes

23 And you said you were not aware correct

24 Thats correct

25 And did you then sk the DC right 0fter that
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deposition to determine if there were any artices or studies

or anyrhlnci to support your position

believe did

Okay Ann they couldnt find any correct

That seems to be correct

MR WRIGHT Can just have my next in order

BY MR WRIGHT

Look at page of Q1 Proposed Qi tell me

if you recognize that

10 Witness complied

11 Do you recognize that

12 Yes

13 Is that the email from CDC

14 Yes

15 MR WRIGHT Move the admission of Ql

16 THE COURT Any objection to Q1

17 MS WECKERLY Yes

18 THE COURT Ill see Counsel at the bench and Ill

19 see the exhibit

20 Of record bench conference

zl THE COURT mean isnt that the import of the

z2 email basically

23 BY MR WRIGHT

24 Judge is that an accurate record from

25 Southern Nevada Health District emails
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It looks ro be

And that is to you repo-tino the results of

their search for publicatons regarding seridl contamination

of vials correct

Yes

MR WRIGHT Move Its admission

THE COURT Well

MS WECKERLY Same objection

THE COURT For right now thats overrued but you

10 can certainly ask him what they found how many studies they

11 found and whether or not he looked into the study they found

12 or publication

13 MR WRIGHT Can we approach

14 THE COURT Sure

15 Of record bench conference

16 BY MR WRIGHT

17 Did you call Melissa Schaefer on about MarTh 24

18 2009 and ask her if the COC was aware of any artioles in the

19 publisfed literature that document serial contaminGtion of

20 vials as you presume happened in Las Vegas

zl Yes

22 Okay Ann you stated you want to oite an

23 article in your report to descrbe this correct

24 Yes

z5 Okay And at the tine your report is nnt
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completed

Thats correct

And then response came from CDC containing one

aitlcle correct

Yes

And the CDC tolo you that it seems like theres

enough information

MS WECtKERLY Objection Hearsay

THE COURT Well go ahead and ask the question

10 BY MR WRIGHT

11 The CDC

1/ MS WECKERLY Objection Your Honor This is the

13 conten of the email

14 THE COURT Well if the point is thats the only

15 article or why he was directed to that particular article

16 MS VQECKERLY Thats not the

17 THE COURT he can answer

18 MS WECKERLY content

19 THE COURT Go ahead

20 BY MR WRIGHT

21 Did the did the CDC form you tell you

22 pardon me Did the CDC state that the artic and that

zi with the artic it seems like theres enough information

24 here and from your investgation to show that ths is clearly

25 plausible explanation
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Yes

Okay And the ausible explnaton theyre

talking about is showing your your serial cont0mination

theory as the mechanism of transmission correct

Yes

And then the article they sent you involved

poolinc NC pooling outbreak correct

Yes

Okay And It really wasnt applicable to your

10 serial contamination theory correct

11 Im not sure exactly which article that is so

12 couldnt say

13 THE COURT Did you follow up and actually pull the

14 article and read the article

15 THE WITNESS likely did yes

16 THE COURT Do you mean dont guess because we

17 tell everyone dont specu ate If you dont remember then

18 dont ovess or speculate as to what you did

19 THE WITNESS Then dont remember

20 THE COURT All right

zl BY MR WRIGHT

22 Now this is this is in February 2009 and

23 your report is completed in December 2009 correct

24 This was actually March but yes

25 Okay March Im sorry March 2009 and you
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cumpleed ycr report December 2009

Yes

Okoy By by then you you had already had

pubiisfeo cfl article about the outbreak with other authors

Yes

correc

Ye
And your theory of contamination

Yes

10 And you have become speaker at conferences

11 Yes

12 Discussinc your theory of contamination

13 Among other things yes

14 Okay And had you become celebrity within the

15 epidemio ocical group

16 No

17 Okcy You were you would go to conferences

18 to discuss the Brian Labus serial contamination theory

19 correcr

20 think youre the first person thats ever said

21 that so wou say no

22 Okay Ever said what

23 The Brian Labus serial contamination theory

24 There isnt conference on that and its not topic of

zS discussion at the conferences really
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Okay You didnt go put on PowerPoint and

presenation of this

Yes dic And this was one piece of it but

it wasnt about ust serial contamination It wcan the the

outbreak the response kInd of tiie the entire thing from

beginnino to end

Okay Anc so you you had published an

article gone to conferences plural how many

think presented on this three or four times

10 at conferences maybe

11 Okay All before you got your report out

12 correct

13 No Ive presented on it since then a5 well

14 but

15 Pardon

16 No Ive presented on it since then as well but

17 it there were presentations before the report was

18 completed

19 To this date 201u are you aware of any other

20 cases of serial contamination or any other articles other

21 than your own

22 No Im not

23 Now having reached the determinaton by by

24 Friday January 11 in the evenng as to the method of

25 transmission you all started then working with the clinic on
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plan for notification is tct correct

No the decsicr to notify came after that

probably not until Febiuary

Ok0y

We worked wtn clinic to remediate the

situations we fccne tha were problems in the cYnic

Okay To corect everything

Yes

Okay Arc the you on on your side were

10 planning patent notification correct

11 Not at that poirt

12 Okay Well ycYd made cetermination that

13 there were unsafe injection prdctices

14 Yes

15 Okay And so tLe the question was really the

16 scope of the notification not whether you would notify

17 correct

18 We didnt have ciscussions about that

19 notification yet We needed to coirplete the investigation

20 before we moved into that phase and the investigation on that

date still wasnt completed

22 Okay You had made your conclusion as to what

23 it was correct

24 Yeah we moved that to the top of the list

25 Okay Well dic read accurately that you had
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conclucec it by January

Yeah you dd
Okay Anc your main ann your dside from

correcflng what had happened so it stops your other major

concerr as the Health Distrct to get notification to

anyone who could have potential_y been infectec by the

practices that preexisted your Inspection riqht

At some point yes but nor at tLat early date

Okay So your your belief is you waited

10 until February to start determining are we going to notify

11 patients

12 The extent of notification that was needed

13 and how many people anc how to do it yeah tf at that

14 waited little later

15 So you the determinatior ultimately you

16 decided to notify all patients of what we call Shadow Lane and

17 Burnham clinics okay from for the previous four years

18 correct

19 Yes it was split up in different phases but

20 yes ultimately thats what we decided

21 Okay Ann that determination for notification

22 was made solely based upon the unsafe injection practices and

23 the multiuse or the use of propofol as multiuse vial

24 correct

25 Well wouldnt say solely Id say the fact
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that there was an outbreaK as result of th0t showed that

there was risk to patients so but it wcs based on those

two items the two pieces that cleaxl the Lnsafeinjection

practices

Right And whether there Sac en hepatitis

spread or not you were goinu to give no-If ication correct

Well thaL was pdrt of the dscusson And

cant say what would happen if there wasrr nepatitis because

we didnt tave that particular situation So can ust say

10 what we did and that was

11 Okay

12 to make that

13 But didnt

14 notification

15 didnt you tell Dr Carro_ that in some of

16 the exchanges with him You just dont oet it Dr Carrol

17 even if there had been no transmission whatsoever the

18 outbreak is what got us into your clinic to observe and what

19 we observed is infectior unsafeinjection ptcctices which

20 may put patients at risk and were goino to send out notices

21 regardless regardless of what actually cacsed the

22 transmission of hepatitis correct

23 Yes thats correct

z4 Okay And so and as recall right in

25 reading one of your depostions now Dr Carrol suggested it
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could hctve been he was baffled abcut how it h0d happened

correct

Yes

Okay And be even suggested you met with him

couple times

Yes we did

Right When he was conerned about whether the

notification wcs premature or was broader tuan necessary

Yes thats correct

10 Okay And he even suggested at one point that

11 it could have been some person like intentiona ly did this

12 Yes he did

13 Okay AnG the tell me if wrong but

14 recall your testimony that he would have note given

15 notification even if that was true If it was ike caught

16 on videotape some person having done intentionally caused

17 the infections we still would have giver notice because of

18 the unsafe practices we saw

19 Yes

20 Okay Now that and that was the basis of

21 your notification decision and the breaoth of the the

z2 scope of ttie notification because those practices as best you

23 could neterinne had existed Going back four years

24 Yes thats correct

25 right Because the cliric tcld you that we
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have not cnanged anything over the past four years our

propofol use nd what we have done hasnt cnariged dcy to day

Thats correct

Okay Now when when Di if Crro1 as

talkinc with you and proposinc his he \Nas goesticnincT

whether you all were moving too fast

Yes thats

right

correct

10 And the he showed you his schem0tic

11 chart that raised questions as to how the contamination could

12 have spread utilizing your theory correct

13 Well Im not sure how he developed the chart

14 but yes he did show me chart

15 Okay He showed you chart tnd it had the

16 rooms separated correct

17 dont remember if it did or not

18 Okay Well the do you recall thdt

19 dont know if the chart did or not either but he he was

20 able to tell you what was wrong with the conclusons being

21 reacheo because he had patients in separate rooms

22 dont remember that specifc

23 Okay

24 part of the conversation

25 MR WRIGHT Id like to 71
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BY MR WRIGHT

Its your interview with Metropolitan Police

Department

Okay

in May 2008 Page 71 72 just read that

TSE COURT Is everybody okay

BY MR WRIGHT

read that to yourself

10 THE COURT Okay

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 See if it refreshes your recollecton

13 Witness conplied

14 Does that refresh your recollection

15 Yes

16 Okay An the Cliff Carrol had method of

17 determining which patient was in which room correct

18 Yes

19 Okay Ann this this was in February 2008

20 correc

zl Yes

/2 Because it the notification was February 27

z3 Yes

/4 Okay And this conversation with Cliff Carrol

z5 predated the notification
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Yes it did

Okay Anc it it was during 0nd did you

ask him at the time mean because you all Yadnt been dble

to distinguish rooms correct

Thats correct

Okay Ano so Cliff Carrol is showIng you

or talking to you or showng you problems with your thecay

your conclusion as to tfe mechanism of transmisson by  utinq

patienrs in different rooms right

10 Yes that sounds correct

11 Okay And so did you ask him how do you du

12 that

13 Yes did

14 Okay What did he say

15 From that interview it was that he had some way

16 of doing it to the computer system

17 Okay

18 And we had previously asked them for that

19 number of times and they were never able to previously

20 piLovide that to us

21 Okay but now now he he is this is in

22 February and he is telling you it oan be done correct

23 Yes

24 Okay And then you didiYt pursue that at all

25 To stop the notification No
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Right Abe/or to try to figure out which

wYih person is in whici roorr correct

didnt believe whdt Cliff Carrol had to say

so no ddrt

P0ioon

didnt believe wRit he had to say so no

diont

Yoi cldn believe

really

10 him

11 no didnt

12 Ok0y You thouqht he was just what didnt

13 you believe

14 We had asked him for how to split the rooms up

15 number of times nd he could never tell us and week or twc

16 before we were going to make ths big announcement all of

17 sudden he knows way through computer system that we cant

18 verify to split the two rooms up It seemed little

19 self serving at the time

20 So it wasnt something that was going to change

21 the notification at that point and thats really what he

22 wanted to do He wasnt arguing about how the outbreak

23 happened it wss really another attempt to stop the

24 notification

25 Ckay Ano so you you didnt ask him how he
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had came up an this date Glitch an the cariputers

Na did nat

Okay Sa yau just distrusted what he was

tellinc yac at the time

Yes

Okay Anc because he Cliff Carral Dr

Carral just couldnt seem ta Get it thraugh his mind that this

natificatian ws irrelevant tatally irrelevant ta the methad

af transrnissian af canteminatian carrect

10 Yes thats carrect

11 And yau had tried to explain that to him that it

12 doesnt matter anymore k-ow the hep was spread this

13 notification is because of patient risk based upon practices

14 that we observed right

15 Yes

16 Okay Now having made that determination and

17 of course you all prevailed and it was ratification to

18 patients from 2004 like March 200 through January 2008

19 Yes thats correct

20 Okay And you had made some determination as to

21 the prevalence of hepatits in Clark County pre already

22 existirg hepatitis and in the clinic population correct

23 Yes

24 Okay Ano you expected back what call in

25 background incidents In other words people that walked in
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the door of the clinic already having hepatitis would be

some percentage of the pnpulation of the patients correct

Well Id use the term prevalence not

incidents its an Fri erm but yeah theres

Okay

backcround rate of disease in tue

population coming in

Oky Pnc you made the de erminatlon that

because tYat the endo tre clinmis Burnhaxri Shadow Lane

10 because of the age of tYe patients the age of people that get

11 those type procedures ano the nature of the procedures that

12 you expected prevalence of percent correct

13 dont tYink it was that high thought it

14 was percent but there was background rate in that range

15 Okay Ill show you your grand jury testimony

16 MR WRIGHT 116

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 April 15 2010 Page 116 and going over to 117

19 Read that see if that refreshes your recollection

20 Witness complied Yes

21 Okay Ano thts percent correct

22 Well like said it was the range and thats

23 the high end of the range So wasnt fixed percent

24 It was in that range of up to perrent

25 Okay At most percent background of
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hepatitis patients walkng in tne door infected before they

ever set foot anywhere nedr tie clinic

Yes

correct When you were at the clinic did

you meet Dr Desai

Yes dic

Okay Do you renrll ho many occasions

It was twice on Thursday The first time was

getting out of the elevator was introcuced to him arid then

10 our usual Thursday evening meeting or at the erd of the day

11 went to Tonyas office anc he was there

12 Okay Now have an unrelated  uestion to what

13 were -alking about but it has come up throughout the trial

14 Should known hepatitis patient one of those to

15 percent walking in the door assuming they know it now let

16 me back up

17 Of that to percent some of then might not even

18 know it right

19 Yes thats correct

zO Okay but assuming know it Ive got hepatitis

21 its chronic and Im hepatitis positive Im going into

22 clinic for procedure are are they supposed to treat me

23 differently

24 No theyre not

25 Okay What are they supposed to do
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You assume that every pcrson coTing in is

busically infected with everythlnc dnd so you take

precautions to protect yoursei ano rhe other patients

Okay And youre to treat them equally with

every other patient

You know Jke sa you assume everybody has

every cisease so you treat then 0i1 ccual_y

Okay I\ow beore this even occurred there

there had been discussions with tne SoutLern Nevdd Health

10 District and other agencies ir this state about the lack of

11 regulation over ambulatory surocQl centers correct

12 There may hare neen wasnt part of them

13 though

14 Pardon

15 wasnt part cf those discussions didnt

16 really become involved with ASC5 until tiis particular

17 incident So what predated tie requlatory hstory of this

18 event dont know

19 Okay But that NACCHO meeting co you recall

20 when this was

21 No dont

22 Patricia Rowley is your boss

23 Yes

/4 was

25 Was yes
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Office of epidemiology manager here at the

Health DIstrict

Yes

Do you recall at that meetinc in which you were

presen

MR WRIGHT Page 41

MS WECKERLY think this is fearcay My objection

is hearsciy to this

THE COURT Ill see Counsel up here

10 Of record bench conference

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 Take look at this think ycu _ooked at it

13 before at deposition and tell me if thats if you Male

14 No

15 Yes thats me

16 Okay

17 Because identify myself on thie frst page

18 here so yes

19 Okay

20 thats me

21 And you were present at this meeting And

22 Female No is Patricia Rowley

23 Thats what it says yes

24 Okay And you were and this meeting was with

25 NACCHO representatives discussing the ou break here in Las
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Vegas and assisting them in their plarmii pnpcses for

template for future notiflcQtion issues tLdt what this

was about

We had several meetings rourd tat same topio

Im no sure which meetinc was but tiose thQt vas

general topio of all those meetngs

THE COURT How many meetinos die you hve dbout that

topic

THE WITNESS Three four maybe

10 THE COURT Okay

11 BY MR WRIGHT

12 So my and were you discussieg wtR them there

13 the various plcnning that went Into it arc the responses of

14 various government agencies

15 Yes

16 Okay And at that time was stated

17 regarding

18 MS WECKERLY Objection Hearsay

19 THE COURT Well lets let him dont think

20 its offered for the truth just that that wds topic of

21 discussion and what this witness was aware of So it can be

22 considered for that purpose

23 Go ahead ask your question

24 BY MR WRIGHT

25 Do you reca
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Patricia Rowley We had started discussions about

year before the outbreak about how there was really no

oversioht with infection control in dentist offices doctors

offices ambulatory suroical centers

Is that accurate

If thats what it says she says dont

Okay Well the is

THE COURT Well do you remember tnat thQts what

happened or

10 EY MR WRIGHT

11 Do you have any memory of this

12 vag-uely remember the meetirg dont

13 remember the specific details

14 Do you recall she stating We were h0ving these

15 ongoing discussions about the lack of oversight and then this

16 happened and then its like oh my god heres our worst

17 nightmare the thing that we thought migint happen because

18 there really is ineffective oversight ano now its happening

19 Because the big question that kept coming bark to us

zO was this has been going on

21 THE COURT Well Mr Wright

22 MS WECKERLY Objection

23 THE COURT Im going to sustain because you cant

24 just read everytning that she said mean you can ask him

25 what he knew or what his concerns
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MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT were at the time or wtat the

MR WRIGHT Well it

THE COURT you know he was

MR WRIGHT okay

THE COURT directed to be concerned arcuc or

whatever

MR WRIGHT Well okay

BY MR WRIGHT

10 Do you recall your boss do you recall it was

11 big corcern because of the lack of regulation of dentist

12 offices doctors offices arrbu atory surgical centers that

13 something like this would happen and then your worst

14 nightmare what you thought would happen happened

15 remember discussions about doctors offices

16 vaguely over time didnt know what ar ABC really was until

17 this particular investigation So any discussions about that

18 prior to this outbreak

19 Okay

20 really dont remember any of those

21 The after after the outbreak looking at

22 2008 now after the public notification February 27 2008 did

23 you then participate in meetings or discussions about how

24 widespread the practices were in the State of Nevada and what

z5 needed to be done about it
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Yes

Okay Anc did that result in another Epi Aid

participat on by CDC to come to Nevada to nspect all of the

ainbula cry surgical centers

Yes it did

Okay And do you recall that there were

wnespread practices of multi of boy mix this up

every inc using sincle dose vials as multiuse vials

remember they identified some of those issues

10 nun- Know how widespread they were or the full details

11 wasnt involved in that particular Epi Aid so dont know

12 the de aIls that well or

13 Okay Who would BLC have been more involved

14 in tha

15 Yeah it was it was BLC and ftc State Health

16 Division toat coordinated statewide Were only responsible

17 for ClarK County and we dont regulate ASCs so if it was an

18 ASC issue it would have been BLC within the State Health

19 Division that did it

20 Do you recall that the State sent out

21 technica bulletin in February 2008 because of the widespread

22 practices

23 dont know if it was February 2008

24 remember them sending out the technical bulletin in response

25 but dont know the date on it
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Would you look at Proposed Ri sir

Witness corrlied

Is that are you familiar with that

Yes

Is that the notification

Well you were referring to the second Epi Aid

This was based off of the first Epi Aid prior to tha scortc

Epi Aid was ever initiatec This was richt after if it wds

February 2008 it would have been right after our

10 announcement

11 Okay And it so right at and the February

12 2008 date is on there correct

13 Yes

14 Okay Arid so that was essentially sending ou

15 notice to the State to engage in safe injection practices and

16 dont multiuse single use vials of medication correTh

17 Yes that1s correct

18 Okay And that was and fact that was

19 sent out correct

20 Yes it was

21 Okay

22 MR WRIGHT Id move its admission

23 THE COURT Any objection

24 MS WECKERLY No objection

25 THE COURT All right That will be admitted What
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was that Al

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT All riqht

Defendants Extibit Ri admitted

BY MR WRIGHT

And afteiL what transpired in your investigation

and af er thdt notice cxoitg out to all providers in the State

of Nevada tuen the Epi Ad the seoono Epi Aid the

inspection of ll the ambulatory surgical centers took place

10 correc

11 Yes thats correct

12 OAly Ann It ts your understanding that

13 even after that notificatIon and the publicity there was

14 still multiuse of vials tdkinc place discovered during the

15 second inspeoton

16 MS WECKERLY Objection Foundation

17 BY MR WRIGHT

18 conec
19 THE COURT Well if he if he knows

20 THE WITNESS Yes thats correct

21 BY MR WRIGHT

22 Did you ll at the Health District take

23 personal dislike with Dr Desai

24 cant speak for anybody else at the Health

25 District Every time dealt witfl him he was pleasant and
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had nothing bad to say about the dealings hao with him

Do you recal during the NACCHO meeting people

from the Health District referring to him as Dr Death rather

than Dr Desai

dont iemernoer that and

Okay

MR WRIGHT On page 46

THE ThESS Wtness coriplied Okay

BY MR WRIGHT

10 Does that refresh your recollection

11 dont remember it but if its there thats

12 probably the dscussion that happened

13 Thank you sir

14 THE COURT Does that conclude your cross

15 MR WRIGHT Yep

16 THE COURT All right Ladies and gentlemen before

17 we move nto Mr Santacroces cross lets just take quick

18 about 10 minute break until 300

19 During the break youre reminded that youre not to

20 discuss the case or anything relating to the case with each

21 other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch listen

22 to any reports of or commentaries on this case any person or

23 subject matter relating to the case and please dont form or

24 express an opinion on tYe trial

25 Notepads in your chairs Follow the bailiff through
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the rear door

Jury recessed at 24R p.m
THE COURT Im sorry

THE WITNESS The exhibit

THE COURT Oh cive it to

THE WTNESS do you oct tha or

THE COURT me

THE WITNESS do hno it back tc hm
THE COURT You can oive it to me sc can hand it

to the clerk Thank you Ano once agair dont discuss your

testimony with anyone during the nreak

Ms Weckerly Im ttinking youo better line up

witnesses fcr tomorrow Line un witnesses for tomorrow

MS WECKERLY OKay We will try to 00 that

THE COURT mean

MR STAUDAHER Were were really

MR WRIGHT We we get to watch movie

MR STAUDAHER limited on

MR WRIGHT tomorrow

THE COURT Oh we can vQatch the

MS WECKERLY Thats true

THE COURT movie tomorrow Yeah thats

MS WECKERLY Thats 90 minutes

THE COURT good idea

MS WECKERLY And know Mr Wright has no objection
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to it being played

Court reoessed frori 246 p.m to 258 p.m

Outside the presenoe the jury

Offrecord colloquy

THE COURT So tell him were ready Just so you

know one of the jurors has ar 0ppointmert torrorrow morning

so well probably start aroono 030

MR STAUDAHER Well

THE COURT That we tCd him to move but he

10 MR WRIGHT Good

11 MS WECKERJY Thats fine

12 MR STAUDAHER Were trying to get this worked out

13 Weve cot one confirmed witness for tomorrow right now arid

14 his flight

15 MR SANTACROCE Can use your chart

16 MR STAUDAHER into town is at about 10 or 1030

17 So were as soon as she gets here we can do her

18 THE COURT Can we stick one of the irsurance people

19 on

20 MR STAUDAHER Thats an insurance person

21 MS WECKERLY Thats who it is

22 MR STAUDARER but the problem

/3 THE COURT Is there any local insurarce

MR STAUDAHER were trying

25 THE COURT people
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MS WECKERLY They oont have their cocuinents ready

yet We can watch the vioeo

THE COURT Oh yeah

MR STAUDAHER ts the you know were in the

process of getting it done

THE COURT Ano thats minutes yc said

MS WECKERLY Mm orrn

THE COURT Okay lYon so fct fLat reason maybe

well go little bit later today ML VLoht little bit

10 later tocay then since you cuys dont Yave to he back until

11 1030

12 MR WRIGHT Yep

13 THE COURT Of course tout doesnt help any of us

14 hut because when when we stut l0te then have to do

15 my own work have to do my own calendar so it doesnt help

16 me any

17 Ready

18 THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

19 the jury

20 Jury entering at 300 p.m
21 THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody You may be

22 seated

23 THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

24 And Mr Santacroce you may begin your cross examination

25 MR SANTACROCE Thank you Your Honor
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CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Mr Labus represent Mr Lakeman back here

Im game to ask you few questions about what you testified

at your direct examination Is it approprHate to call you

Mister and not

Yes

Doctor

Mister

10 Okay So youre not an MD

11 That is correct

12 When you conducted your investigaton of the

13 hepatitis outbreak as uncerstand it was

14 multijurisdictional investigation is that correct

15 Yes it is

16 So it was the Southern Nevada health District

17 the BLC CDC Anybody else involved

18 Those were the three main eroups CDC was doing

19 their own investigation but it was kind of as technical

20 consultation of the Health District They were functioning

zl under our authority So the CDC and the Healti District are

22 kind of tied together in some wcys

23 Okay Was the Metropolitan Police Department

24 involved

25 No they were not
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District Attorneys Office

No

Okay You testified in in front of the grand

jury and you said it was not like crimindl ivestioation

What did you mean by that

We were conoucting nublic c0lth

iurestigdtcr We wanted to know what hdnpcec Wc really

dont care whos responsible whos dt fau tnee is

anybod at fault any of those sort of tfirgs We werent

10 trying to establish gnilt or innocence of cinybohy We wanted

11 to fine out what happened so we could stop it And the

12 cotivanon behind it really didnt mcitter as ong as we could

13 find out what it was and prevent any additIonal cases from

14 occurring

15 It wasnt your intent or purpose to prove the

16 rrechanism of transmission beyond easorable ooubt

17 Thats correct

18 MS WECKEREY Objection Calls fo legal

19 conclusion

20 THE COURT Well overruled

21 BY MR SANTACROCE

22 Correct

23 Yes

24 THE COURT Hes already answered

25 BY MR SANTACROCE
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So basically you were trying to find cut as the

CDC pur the likely method of transmission

Yes thats correct

And when you started your investigution you

went it there with some sort of theory or ypothesis that it

was through unsafe injection practices correct

That was the top on the list but wasnt the

only thino we considerec

All right Well were goino to tGlk dbout some

10 of the other things you did consider okay When you went

11 into the investigation believe you the first day you did

12 some records check checkinc

13 The first full day yes We met witHi the

14 clinic the first day we met with them on Wednesday

15 Thutsday our first full day of investigation we went through

16 records

17 And then the next few days guess you did

18 some observations

19 Friday we did observations and then it was

zO mostly records the early part of the following week

21 And did you conduct inteviews

22 Yes we did

23 Do you know who you interviewed

24 We talked to number of people walking around

25 the clinics sometimes they werent rea ly formal
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interviews it was kind of you know if we saw something wec

ask hoever was working with it what was going on We had the

people who were responsible for doing diffeitent things show us

what tfey die

We also did blood draws on all the stdff members to

look for hepatitis and mcny of them sic oifeent things

because they drd an opportunity to tdlk tnc investigators

but it wasnt formal irtevie or rvtYlnq like that

So it wasnt sit cwn ineitvlew th0t as

10 tape recordea or or written or transcitibeo

11 No

12 And the people you inteivieweo weitent

13 necessarily the same people tf at were rklro on July 25th of

14 2007 or September 21st 2007 correct

15 Thats correct

16 Now when when you go irto these

17 investigations guess youre looking cit sort of

18 commonalities correct

19 Generally yes

20 And you said you looked at certain other things

21 other than the unsafe injection practices What are some of

22 the other things you looked at

23 Well we wondered if it was partcular staff

24 member either directly transmitting the virus to patients er

25 the partcular actions of of one particular person So
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we looiceci that We looked dt the cleaning of the scopes

We evaluated the records to rca ly see if anything kind of

jumped out of proceduretype or what kind of those the

oorwnon bg groupings you coulo have Would it he an upper or

lover enciosoopy Did they hdve te same doctor same CPNA

mimi nurse Anything like that

And as unoerstand it you didnt mive dll the

infoKmatlon you needed and w5at meaxi by that is for

example you ddrit know what room these individual patients

10 were ii is thcit correcr

11 Yes thats correct

12 And you didrt know what time the procedures

13 thdt tie3i hao mitually occurred

14 Well we had number of times on the charts

15 and we had difficulty putting that together into number that

16 we could say we were absolutely confident ths is the exact

17 orde oown to the minute of how things occurred

18 But you did come to some conclusion regarding

19 the times did you not

zO In general yes but it was very specific to do

II minute by minute analysis because that cata just wasnt

22 reliable

23 And think what you testified to in the

z4 grand jury was that you finally came to the conclusion that

25 the nurses notes were accurate as far as the times went
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We decideo there were coup tiings we were

going to use Tney had computerized system so 0t the

beginning of the procedure believe we used the time the

nurse wrote oown that said its now you Know 1r p.m and

wrote -hat down a.s when it started Theres some fuzzness to

that because it could have been trie clock on tve wall they

could have looked at the computer they could rove looked

watch

So you know the all the times arent exactly

10 syncheo up For the ending time we had -hat time as well as

11 timestarrp that was basically when the doctor finsneo they

12 kind of signed the chart and that was tmestanp on there

13 that we would use as the completion of tie procedwe

14 basically when the doctor was done Even ttrere was 20

15 minutes of cleaning up and all those thirgs it didnt matter

16 because we knew the procedure itself was basical done at

17 that time

18 And believe you testifieo that you actually

19 observed the nurses looking at clock and writing times down

20 correct

21 Yes

22 Okay And you sort of take you took that

23 time as as being as accurate as you possibly could be

24 Thats correct

25 want to talk about some of the things that you
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investigdted nd Im going to show you this chart Exhibit

228 by the State Arid these were some of the thIngs that

who prepared this You did

Idid

Okay The staff trie pdtient you ruled that

out voL cliont see any you tested everybocy all the

sto.ff for they didnt have it so you ruled that out

correc

Yes and we also had the names of former staff

10 members oHd we cross referenced those aoainst list of

11 people we Knew to be hep positive in Southern Nevada and

12 didnt nd an matches

13 Arid the next one what did that mean physician

14 Was there one physician The actions of one

15 physicidn make it more liKely So for example Dr or Dr

16 was more respousible for the cases than another one

17 And then CRNA

18 The same sort of thing Was one CENA

19 responsible for the the cases or was it oeneral issue

20 Okay Ano the next one technician

21 The same hlng

22 Okay But who which technicians are we

23 referring to

24 The technician that was listed on the chart as

25 assisting the provider The one who basically helped handle
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the scope handed equipment to the the doctor So there

was technician posted right next to the the

equipment and tat technicians name was on the chart

And you obtaineo the name of those CI

technicidns through the patient charts

Yes we did

Did you interview any of those people

We talked to some of the technicidns just in

the corse of our investication but it wasnt formal

10 interview The tedns tiat were doing the scope reprocessing

11 we had them show us the process so we spent Thttle more

12 time with them but we diont sit down and do formal

13 interview with any of them

14 Did you irterview or talk to any of the CI techs

15 that were reprocessing scopes on the two infection dates

16 We didnt have list of who was doing that on

17 those eates so we may have but dont know

18 Well you said you reviewed the patient charts

19 for those dates didnt you

20 The techs that are listed on there were the

21 techs oirectly assistinc with the procedure The one that was

22 reprocessing isnt listed in the chart

23 Okay And what is the issue with the scopes

24 Or what was the issue

25 When the process was presented to us theyd use
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an enzyme detergent ana goes in basin and they its

kind of liKe soopy water in your sink with an enzyme

detegenr They use that to clean the scopes They use

brushes and tnat detergent is supposec to be used for one

scope drd trey were coma two scopes at time The two

5Orie5 were us1cdllv done tccether and then went into the

automaeo eproccssor So they were using the detergent on

more tfdn one scope

Arid whGts the canger with not cleaning the

10 scopes properly

11 There could be potential transmission of

12 infection the scopes arent cleaned properly

13 Oky Aria did you note how long it took them to

14 clean lie scopes

15 Yes we did

16 How long was that

17 The automated process was about 17 minutes the

18 overall process was 30 to 35 minutes or so It took aut
19 half four scope is safe estimate They had to do

20 mcnual part first and then it went into one of two

21 reprocessing mchines where they passed high level

22 disinfectant through the machine and basically sanitized it

23 And then tlit was and then they just think air

24 dried it or blew some air through it to dry it out there then

25 hung it for the next person So it took roughly half hour
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cr50

So if we had test mony from an expert on Friday

that says it tdkes 55 minutes to clean the scopes they

werent they werent tcikinc 55 minutes were they

MS WECKERLY Im ooing to object Theres no

evidence that ts the same Tachine same manufacturer

nothinc

THE COURT All riqht Thats sustained You can

say that

10 BY MR SANTACROCE

11 What

12 THE COURT tferes no and then

13 MR SANTACROCE Ill ask it cifferent way

14 THE COURT anything else is argumentative to he

15

16 BY MR SANTACROCE

17 Did you review any of the

18 manufactured recoirmended cleaning instructions for the scopes

19 Yes we did

20 Arid how lono die the recorrmended manufacturers

21 guidelines tell you it would take to clean the scopes

22 It was an automated process and so it wasnt

23 dont believe they set time on it or it had time It

24 was basically press the butter and go kind of thing

25 Were you aware that some at some points the
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Medivators that clean the scopes were broken

Yes we had hedrd reports of ttat

And in fact you testified in front of the

grand jury as to that correct

may have

And what oio yo toll he orand jury that the CI

techs would no wOen the 1edrators were broke

When The MeoivThors were broxen there were two

things They coild net rep oement equipment if needed but

10 there was manual process where they would basically soak the

11 scopes in the high level oirfifectant rather than use the

12 machine

13 And ou noted tvdt there was an issue as to the

14 otoscopes they were rleanng before chancing the enzymatic

15 fluids correct

16 Yes

17 Im going to show you States Exhibit 150 Did

18 you ever view this room the roorr where the scopes were hung

19 up to dry

20 Yes

21 There was testimony in this case that some CI

22 teohs or some nurses observeo feoal matter on these chux here

23 after scopes were allegedly cleaned Did you note any of

24 that

We didnt see ary of that
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Did you talk to anybody that told you that

No

If that was in fact true woulo that be

problem for you

It would Yave been concern yes

Now the BLC were you awdre ttat the BLC did

summary statement of oeficienoies for -he clinic

Yes

Had you seen that

10 Yes

11 Showing you States Exhibi ADE This is

12 allegeoly an observation by tfe BLC on 1/16/08 The CI tech

13 was asked to describe tte measured amoun of power with what

14 amount of water The GI tech stated Ado two to three pumps

15 Not sure tfle capacity of the basin And then it says dont

16 have an answer for that

17 Were you were you aware of that Did you observe

18 that

19 Yes

20 Okay Ano the recommendation by the BLC are

21 you aware what that recommendation was

22 remember reading them but dont remember

23 what tteir specific recommendations were

24 Here it notes can you read this Do have

25 it down far enough for you The GI techs cleaned two
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endoscopes before discarding the enzymatic detergent solution

in water rinse Did you obuerve that oo

Yes

Did any of the GI techs tell you that they had

actually cleaned more tf an two scopes possolv six seven

eight nine scopes before cnagnc the enzym0tic fluid

No they cid rrt

Would tha have been oncern to you

Yes it woud hdve

10 Now goinc down your mart here you talk about

11 biopsy equipment What was the cone1n recarding the biopsy

12 equipment

13 If paxticulr pee of biopsy equipment could

14 have been the source of transmissicn as something that we

15 ruled out as not all patients had biopsy anO those with

16 biopsy were no more likely to be infecteo than those who

17 didnt have biopsy

18 The biopsy equipment was reused

19 That was reported later on During the initial

20 investigation it was just for this particular one was

21 there an increcised risk due to having biopsy or not

22 And you ruled that out because of whcit

23 Not all patients had biopsy anc the

24 basically the patients with bopsy werent at higher

25 statistical risk than those wYo did have biopsy
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Im showing you Exhibit 157 This purports to

be chart of have you seen this before so dont have to

explain it

Could see the actual chart itself

Sure

That may maKe it little easier than

Have you seen that

Yes

Okay So you know what it is

iO Yes

11 Were you aware that on July 25th that the source

12 patien Ziyaa Sharrieff and Michael Washinoton boto had

13 biopsies

14 Is that wfat it says on the chart Id have no

15 look and see its not on the column up there but

16 Okay Im asking you if you were aware of that

17 when you ruled out that biopsy equipment was the source of

18 transmission

19 Well thats not related to that table That

20 table was about September 21 So we ruled it out fot

21 September 21

22 So this table only applies to September 21

23 Thats what the title says at the top

24 So the biopsy equipment could be the source of

25 transmission for the 25th
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didmt 00 statistical ca culaton on the

biopsy equipment for that particular day

So quess my question is you cant rule it

cut for that dcte

Statistically no we coulont oc ny

cdlculatons for that day because there wd5 ony cur infected

person

Now whats the next thino The enicsooes

which believe we already talked about correct

10 Yes

11 And the next next one

12 Procedure type where pcitierts with colonoscopy

13 aie more lIkely to be infecteo than those with upuer

14 endoscopy or vice versa There was no statlsticl finding

15 that either one was higher risk

16 And bite blocks

17 The same Same thing Its vary closely tied

18 to the proceoure type Only upper endoscopies hd bite

19 blocks

20 Now were you aware that they were reusing bite

21 blocks

22 Yes

23 And the next issue

24 That would be the IV placement

25 And why did you rule that out
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In crder co contaminate common sJine bag

youd rave to have reentry into that salIne bag It was

single f_ush on September 21 In addition on July 25 the

source pctiert didnt go into the IV room his IV was done in

tYe prrceiue room So the the I\7 placement room wouldnt

hava been factor if tLe source patient never went intc that

IV uldcenent room

Were you aware thdt there was mistcke on the

COGs report as to who cave the who started the IVs on July

10 25

11 Yes believe they had an incorrect name or

12 somethino on there of of wfo did it

Okay So the fact that you rulec it out becduse

14 you believed that the same person starteo the IV heplocks wds

15 incorrect

16 MS WECKERLY Im going to object think that

17 misstaes the testimony

18 MR SANTACROCE Well he can state what te testified

19 to

zO IT-IF COURT Im not you can answer the question

21 TI-IF INESS From the chart it appeared that the IV

22 was placed in the procedure room and not in tfe the IV

23 prep room

24 But that was incorrect that you came to find out

25 later
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In the CIX repcrt

MS WECKERLY Objection No they1re talking

abnut

THE COURT Okay When you say the

MS WECKERLY that misstates the testirrony

THE COURT IV placement here what are you

talking about

THE WITNESS The the patient they put

heplock in the arm they could inject into

10 THE COURT Okay

11 THE WITNESS On July 25 the patient didnt go inuc

12 the IV prep room to get the hep ock piaced it was plaed in

13 the surgIcal room itself And that was based on observdtions

14 of the patient charts

15 THE COURT Okay

16 BY SANTACROCE

17 Okay And my point is that the CDC erroneously

18 reported that both patients that is the source patient anc

19 the infected patient Michael Washington their IVs were not

20 both started in the procedure room

21 never said that Michael Washingtons was It

22 was the source patient that was starting the procedure On

23 the subseqnent ones for the day would have been done in the

24 the IV placement They basically had their IVs placed in two

25 different places
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How about on September 21

believe those were all placed in the IV

placement room

Okay Dio you find any commonalities with

regamo to tht

No we dic rot

Im going to show you this chart for September

21 Ie top lIne is ll mbe patients that were Room

And the bottom line 0xe the patIents in Room and those are

10 the pathents that were rested and reported having hep You

11 see Kernetn Rubinc the source patient up here

12 Yes

13 Samted by Lynette Campbell in the preop area

14 Did OL ntervew Lynetre C0mpbell

15 dont bel eve that she was one of the people

16 talked to

17 Do you see Rodolfo Meana

18 Yes

19 Started by Lynette Campbell

Yes

21 Sonia Orellan Lynette Carrpbell Gwendolyn

22 Martin Lynette Campbell Nouyen Huyhn Lynette Campbell

23 Patty Aspinwall Lynette Campbell Carole Grueskin Lynette

24 Campbell The other two patients were started by Jeff Krueger

25 in the same preop area Did you note that
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Id have to look the table but see

what youre saying yes

Okay And Jeff Krueger testified that they

shared saline the preop area

Okay

Knowing this coninonality and knowing the fact

that t5ey shared saline does that give you dny cause for

concern

No based on the the CDC observations of the

10 IV prep room was known that it was sharec saline We

11 thats not surprise It is multidose vial and it

12 appeared to be used approprateiy from the CDC observations

13 Is riultidose vials of saline acceptable

14 practice

15 Yes if tfe saline is labeled for multidose and

16 in that case believe that it was

17 Going back to the BLC statement of deficiencies

18 thats Exhibit AOL Calling your attention to this area

19 here do you see that What was the BLCs recorimendation

20 regarding the intravenous uids

21 Do not use bags or bottles of IV solutions

22 common source of supply for multiple patients

23 So the fact that they were using it was not

24 appropriate practice at least according to this wouldnt you

25 agree
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Well accoroing to that yes thats what they

said

Now were coinc to talk about propofol And

you talked about your theory tbot the mechanism of

transmission was uns0fe In ection practices contaminating

propofol bottles coiect

Yec

And you tes fled frat you dIdnt actually know

what room the patients vee ir when you came to this

10 conclusion

11 Yes thats correct

12 In fact -he CDC ssued preliminary finding

13 before they left Las \Zecas rid January thdt the thats

14 what they believed the canse wds

15 Yes

16 Okay We had both of the ooctors from CDC

17 testify here and Dr Gaye L0nqley Fischer testfied that in

18 order for the transmission tim have occurred through

19 contaminated propofol there would have to be showing that

20 the bottle traveled from room to room Do you concur with

21 that

22 would acree that propofol had to travel from

23 room to room not necessarily bottle but yes

24 contaminated bottle

25 Or syringe that was drawn with contaminated
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propofol

Well her opinion was that the contaminated

bottle would have to travel from room to room Do you

disagree with that

Yes do

Again Im going to show you States

Exhibit 156 And guess its your belief from the last

answer that you believe that tfle contaminated bottle

wouldnt necessarily have to cc from room to room but an

10 infected syringe would

11 syringe that had been drawn with contaminated

12 propofol

13 You didnt have any evidence tbat first of

14 all that CPNA5 went from room to room except turing lunh

15 periods and brief periods of breaks orrect

16 And on the table here you can see that if

17 its set up by room you see people in both

18 And well get to that wart to know what you

19 testified to in front of the crand jury You told the grand

20 jury that you had no evidence or didnt observe any CRNAs

21 moving from room to room except at lunch breaks or bathroom

22 break correct

23 Yes

24 And you didnt see any syringes go from room to

25 room either
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Thdts correct

But its your tYeory thQt or tris particular

date September 21 somehow contarnincited syringe went from

room to room

Or vial Well it h0o tc be ore of the two

wasnt sdying it was

Had to be one of the tv
wasnt sayino it vs excls1velv syringe

but it one

10 Lets look

11 one of those

12 at the chart Room is or tue top of your

13 screen there okay

14 Okay

15 You see Kenneth Rubino Thats the source

16 patlenr correct

17 Yes

18 And his procedure started at 94C coriect

19 Whats the column header or thcit one

20 Lets take look

ii just want to see whats on tue top of that

22 Lets actually

23 that table

24 lets use the nurses time because thats

25 what you saio believe you relied on is that correct
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Nell dont know what column that is so..

Can you see the nurses times there The

nurses log notes

Yes

Right here

Yes

Okay Ann what time does it say Kenneth Rubino

stdrteo

Hes the orange one

11 949

12 Okay Ann what true did he end

10

14 And what time did Stacy Hurchinson shes

15 right here Stacy in Room

16 cant see that on the screen Okay There it

17 is

18 See that

19 Yes

zO Stacy Room Then sliding over to the nurses

21 notes what time did she start her procecure

22 955

23 So Kenneth Rubino didnt finsh his procedure

24 until 1000 Stacy Hutchinson began before Rubino finished

25 So presumably Mr Ruhino was already still under anesthesia at
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the time ttat Ms Hutchinson was undergoino ter procedure

right

Yes thats correct

So somehow the bettle from Room from Rubino

would have had to have been transferred -o Stacy huthlnson

cr an infected syringe correct

Yes

Even thouch botf of them were rnceooinq

procedure at the same time in dfferent rooms

10 Yes

11 Now what is the next item here These are what

12 we jusu talked anout the sedaton and injection ta ces

13 Yes

14 Okay You were co author on the CDCs on

15 this report here correct

16 Yes

17 And let me give this beck to you hefoe

18 forget Thank you This is Exhibit 105 Wh0t contributions

19 did you make to this article

20 Review and comments on it The man authors

21 were Gayle and Melissa

22 Okay So you reviewed it commerted signed off

23 on it

24 Yes

25 And youre aware that their conclusions were
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dmwn prIor to any of the information we discussed regarding

the assicnment of the rooms the times all of that correct

Yes

And youll notice on the last page there was

cveat to the report Do you recall what that caveat was

No not off the top of my head

The investioation and conclusions reached are

sub ec bo unavoidable limitations Do you know what those

linita ions were

Yes and theyre described in the rest of tha

11 paragraph

Okay Ann tolt is that it the investigation

13 was doTe over 10 da period five montls after the outbreak

14 was subject to recall bias

15 Yes

16 And in fact you didnt interview the CI techs

17 that were nvolved on the days of the infections You didnt

18 interview Lynette Campbel who was involved on the infection

19 date old you

20 Thats correct

zl have nothing further Thank you

22 THE COURT All right Redirect

23 MS WECKERLY Mr Santacroce may just have that

24 for one second Thank you

25 REDIRECT EXANINATION
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days were you there

Five or six days

And during those five or six days were all

the the charts reviewed from July the 25th and September

the 21st

Yes they were

And based on your your interviews that you

personally did as well as the CDC interviews and your review

of the charts and your own observations did you eventually

10 personally reach conclusion about how you believe the

11 hepatitis outbreak occurred in this paxticular case

12 Yes

13 And mean did leave any well let me

14 ask you this 4hat was that conclusion

15 That the reuse of propofol vials for multiple

16 patients and the reuse of syringes to access those vials for

17 an indivdual patient povideo the areatest risk of

18 transmission of blood borne pathogens between patients

19 And you think talked about earlier that you

zO or you considered other possble means of transmission is

21 thctt fair

22 Yes

23 MS WECKERLY May approach

24 THE COURT Mm hrnm

25 BY MS WECKERLY
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Sir Im showinc you whats been marked as

States Proposed Exhibit 228 Is this chart that you

prepared in association witt this investigation

Yes it is

In order to prepare this chart did you rely on

your the investigation you condu-ted with the CDC

Yes

And your observatIons at tie clinic on the days

you were there

10 Yes

11 Any like the records or anything else that

12 you may have relied on

13 The clinic propofol records as well and the

14 some of the purchasing records the clinic had as well

15 Okay Ano the patient files is that

16 Yes

17 Okay

18 MS WECKERLY State moves to aornit 228

19 MR WRIGHT Objection

20 MR SANTACROCE Onjection

21 THE COURT Yeah let me see it

22 MR WRIGHT May we approach

23 THE COURT Sure

24 MR WRIGHT after you look at it

25 Of record bench conference
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BY MS WECKEPLY

Now lets talk about States Proposed 228 Was

this chart that that you personally prepared

Yes it is

And in terms of without reading what the

content is with regard to the top of the chart and the

conclusion that you drew on the first box there was that

bdsed on personal observations or the collective investigation

or can you let us know what that was based on

10 It was based on laboratory results that

11 reviewed and guess both of them would be lab results

12 that reviewed

THE COURT Can you speak up oidnt hear that

last

15 THE WITNESS Both were laboratory results that

16 reviewed

17 THE COURT Okay Laboratory results from where

18 The Health District or the

19 THE WITNESS It was combination The first one

zO was done the lab results the specimens were collected by

II the Health District The second one the specimens were

22 colleced ny the Health District or their commercial labs and

zJ tested at the CDC

24 THE COURT Okay And tnen wheF you say reviewed

z5 is that you sitting there and looking at the the resulfs
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yourself

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay

BY MS WECKERLY

And then the

THE COURT And just sir so you know just sort of

generally so dont have to keep interruptiro if its not

something that you did lets say you know its somebody

else at the Hedlth District who did that just you know say

10 who that person was as opposeo to we did tnat because that

11 doesnt really mean anything to us you know

12 THE WITNESS Okay

13 THE COURT Okay

14 BY MS WECKERLY

15 And the the second conclusion can you tell

16 us what that was based on or or how you fomu1ted that

17 opinion

18 analyzed the data that was collected by the

19 team extracted from the charts and did the calculations to

20 see if that was risk

21 Okay So that was your owr ca cition and your

z2 own analysis of the data but the data might hdve teen

23 gathered by others is

24 Thats correct

25 In addition to yourself though probably too
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Yes thats correct

Okay And then the sorry the third box

Same thing The data was collected by the

group did the analysis myself

Okay So thats your own conclusion

Yes

THE COURT have guestion Im sorry How was

the daa recorded by the group meaning did they just have

theIr notes and ycu all sat and discussed it or did they all

10 then prepare their own written report of what the their

11 data was or how was that guess conveyed to you Was it

12 conveyed through conversation or meeting or what

13 THE WITNESS We had standard forms that we used to

14

15 THE COURT Okay

16 THE WITNESS extract the data from the chart

17 Orct was on the forms the data was entered to into an

18 Excel spreadsheet and that went hack and recollected

19 some of the data and upcated and corrected things so at the

20 enc had ore Excel spreadsheet that we could use to do the

21 dat0 0ra ysis

22 THE COURT Okay And that was compilation of all

23 of the chart the rharts

24 THE WITNESS Yes thats correct

z5 THE COURT All right
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BY MS WECKERLY

Okay And the fourth box

The fourth box the same thing It was data

analysis that performed on data collected by the group

Okay Ann the next one

Same thing It was data analysis thd did

on data collected by the group

Okay The is this the sixth box are we on

here

10 Yes

11 Okay

12 Tbot was review of the data collected by the

13 oroup that pe formed

14 Okay Ann that particular data was collected

15 from patient charts is that fair

16 would have been the procedure charts from

17 The proceoure charts

18 the enooscopy center There were two sets of

19 charts Toe ptient charts were the kind of the medical

20 chart of all the all the things that patient had then

21 there was chart specific to the procedure that was in the

22 endoscopy center not the gdstroenterolooy center

23 Okay The next one

24 Anain that Wa5 an analysis did of the group

25 data
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Okay This is the third box up from the buttom

That was also an analysis did of tRe data

collecteo by the group

And the second to the last one

The first part was an observation by the CDC

antually the whole thing was the the observations by the

CDC

Okay And the last one

Lets see The first one was my observation

10 it was CDC observation my observation my conversation

11 Okay

12 and then my review of the data collected by

13 ftc group

14 Ok0y

15 MS ECKERLY With that Your Honor the State moves

16 to 0drnit 228

17 TUE COURT All right That is admitted

18 States Exhibit 228 aornitted

19 BY MS WECKERL

20 Can you see tRat on your screen up tnere sir

21 My dont think screen on

22 Oh Thank you

2i Its on now Yes

24 Can you see it now Okay

25 Yes cars
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Looking at the top of whats been cdmitted as

States 228 it looks like the chart goes through possible

modes of transmission from September the 21st of 2007

Yes

correct

thats correct

Okay Now the first one is the first columr

appears to be possible modes of transmission the middle

column appears to be your conclusion regarding it and the

10 third column on the right appears to be the the rationale

11 or your thouoht process for the conclusion that you drew

12 Yes thats correct

13 Okiy So lets talk about possible

14 transmission source of staff to patient What were your

15 conclusions regarding that as possible source of

16 transmission

17 We ruled it out because none of the staff

18 members were positive for hep We reviewed the recoids we

19 had in the database to see any of the former staff those

20 were names that we couldnt test were in there c5 previously

21 being positive for hepatitis And so that was initially

22 we ruled it out and then we ad the genetc testing later ann

23 could identify tne source patient and that definitely ruled

24 out the staff as source of fepatitis

25 Okoy And you not to picK on you you said
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we ruled it out but aid you personally rule it out

guess Im speakng as the leader on behalf of

the team but ruled it out personally

Okay

yes

So if just want you to be clear if these

are your actLa conclusions as we go through the

IL5 litt difficult because we work as

team all tne tme but yes

10 yeah

11 as he leader of that team these are my

12 conclusions

13 Okay Thank you Arid the next possible next

14 possibilty wc guess like physician transmitting the

15 hepatiris that was considered

16 Yes

17 And tuled out Why was that

18 We identified multiple physicians thdt treated

19 the pamients that were infected We did aid

20 statistical analysis ana evaluateo if any one of those

21 physicians pLt tne patient at hgner risk of being infected

22 and none was found

23 Okay And what when you say you did

24 statistical analysis saying guess looking at whether

25 one physician put someone more at risk of risk of
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contracting the disease what do you mean by that Because

know Margaret is going to want to know the math here

Okay This is calculation called relative

risk

Okay

And so you look at the the risk of disease in

the exposed people and you compare that to the risk of

disease in the nonexposed people So youd say the risk of

being infected for Physician versus the risk of being

10 infected or not beinc infected from everybody else Its

11 comparison of the different risks there So its you do

12 calculation then where its the infection rate in one

13 divided by the infection rate in the other anc you can get

14 statistical significance on it you set the the the

15 probability thct it happened by chance at 0.05 the kind of

16 the accepted standard it has to be less than 0.05 to be

17 considered stdtistically sicnifcant

18 Now is that is that somethnc that

19 epidemioioqists do all the ad the time to kind of assess

zO risks or possible fcctors thdt caused transmission or or

21 how do mean how does that fit in the

We use that ail the time When you see on the

23 news that whatever the newest thing thats ooing to kill

24 you is 10 times more like to kill you than whatever those

25 are the Rind of calculations theyre talking abeut So its
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the risk of cisecise givirg it exposure compared to the risk

of disease not having that exposure

Okay Anc in my head would say that that

does the cenetic link that we learned later from the CDC

affect that at all as well cr

Well in this case were talking about

physician something that was specific to physicians

procedure Sc not

Isee

10 not the physican their blood going to the

11 patient that would fall under staff to patient So is it

12 some particular p-cictice of me doctor

13 Okcy

14 that mcide it more likely to transmit hep

15 because of someting that doctor did

16 All icht Tkndrk you The next was provider

17 meaning the CRNA

18 And tfis was the s0me sot of evaluation We

19 ruled out any one oarticu ar CRNA The patients tnat had

20 CPNA were at no meater rsk fcr any of the CPNAs compared te

21 the other CRNA5

22 Okay Technician

23 The same is true for that There was no one

24 technician that created greater risk for the patient than

z5 cthers
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Okay And what about biopsy equipment

Not all infected patients had biopsy so that

would make it very difficult to transmit it by biopsy

equipment though theres always the potential for

cross contamination So we we did look at the

statistics or did look at the statistcs as well and

there was no increased risk of disease based on having

biopsy or not

Okay Anc when you look at those type of

10 statistics is there pont in the statistics where it

11 becomes like statistically significant or or how do

12 you how do you measure that

13 Yeah theres probability value that you can

14 calculate and so its they call it value and its

15 between and So its the probability that something

16 happened by chance dlone

17 Okay

18 If its if its unlikely to have happened

19 just by chance alone the value is smaller and smaller and

zO smdller Anything over 0.05 SO oercert Is considered not

zl significant

z2 Okay Ano that was the statistical outcome of

23 the biopsy equipment essential

24 Yes

25 How about tYe endoscope
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This one he there were number of different

scopes that were used Because of the large number of scopes

there werent enough to realll do any meaningful calculations

but the patients all hao scopes that appeared to be different

from the source patient We had some problems with the

records and some duplicates ard tnings like that So its

difficult to say for certain but it didnt appedr that there

was one scope used on all tne infected patients

Okay how about procedure type

10 There was no ncreased risk based on an upper or

11 lower endoscopy The same tatstical calculations

12 performed

13 And reuse of sorry Reuse of bIte blocks

14 This is bascal tne same as procedure type

15 The bite blocks are usec only one of those two procedures

16 There was no risk from the the umper enooscopy procedure

17 so there cant be the same risic from the bte blocks

18 Okay Th0t one seems like you courd do without

19 math but aont know No

zO I-s the same trino We stil do the

21 calculatIons just to make sure

22 Okay Anb placement

z3 In this case it was the observations on how the

24 IVs were set up by the tte inic staff

z5 Okay Ano sedation injection practices
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So in this case this is the one we did not rule

cut We observed the staff reusing propofol vials The

clinic records clearly indicated that they used fewer vials

each day than they would have needed for one per patient So

there was vial reuse And then there was also the observation

that the syringe was used to re access the vial by the CDC

And that was the observation made of Ms Langley

by of Keith Mathahs Is that the observation youre

referring to

10 Yes

11 Okay

12 As well as the conversatiors with Vincent Mione

13 that said he was told to reuse the syrinces but didnt So it

14 was the idea that that was going on at the clinic at some

15 point

16 Okay Now you talked cLout the the propof ci

17 records you made an allusion to that or you made

18 reference to the propofol records versus the number of

19 pctients Was that something that you personally looked intc

20 Yes it is

21 And ann what were your what wcs your

22 assessment or what were your findings recarding that

23 For each Gay that we lcoken at we locked at the

24 number of vials that were checked cut the number of vials

25 that were returned so we could determine how many vials were
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used on typical day is the cinic For each day that we

locked at there were rorcfly patients day and there were

fewer than 60 vials being usee It varied day by day

depending what was goinc on dnd the size of the vials as

well

But fm-ocr that was clear that they werent using

the same number of vials at least as patients

So there Yac to be some propofol reuse on

multiple patients

10 Yes

11 Now when you you and the CDC were there

12 were you able to determine whch patients were in which one of

13 the procedure rooms

14 No we were net

15 was tfat ever somethinc that that you

16 guess incorpor0tec in cur conclusions as you sit here today

17 or how does that fit in wtn vcur conclusions

18 Several month later something came tc oar

19 attention that 0llowed us to try and split it up The board

20 cf medical examiners tclc us cbcut in their investigation they

21 had comment from one of tne staff members that tnere was

22 date error on the bottom of some of the charts and

23 that could be used to splt it out

24 Sc we went back and looked at mbe date error issue

25 and found that ttat date error did exist at the time of the
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procedure was able to contact the provider of one of the

patients on September 21 and get copy of the chart that was

faxed over right after their procedure

The date error was obvious at that time So we know

that it happened at that point in time when the procedure was

performed not later And from that some charts had the date

error some didnt arid that came from computer system So

we were able to if that showed that one room had the error

and the other didnt it allowed us to split up the two rooms

10 Now the the fact of that date errot did

11 that at all affect your conclusions at all

12 No it did not

13 And were you able to reach your weie you able

14 to reach conclusion regardless of of Knowing tiat piece

15 of information

16 Yes we were

17 In in your knowledge of of hepatitis and

hepatitis transmission are people exposed thct are

19 exposec to hepatitis do they necessarily ccrtract the

20 disease even wtn the direct exposure

21 No With just about any pathoger wden ou

22 expose somebody tc virus or bdcteria some people will

become sick others didnt get sick for whatever reason or

24 didnt develop an infection for whatever reason

25 Okay Ann are there some people who are exposed
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to hepattis and think you said this the beginning

of your testimony that that dont even know they have it

and dont experience any symptoms at all even though they may

be positive

Thats actually the vast majoilty of patients

85 to 90 percent of people never have symptoms of it and they

wouldnt know unless they were tested

Okay Now in this particuld case with the

conclusions that tha you drew is are your conclusions

10 premised an the idea that there was just one irfected vial of

11 propofol that was responsble for this cii the 21st

12 No

13 Can you expain how the tr0nsmssicn or the

14 the ways that you see the transmissior occurrng on that

15 day

16 Well theres multiple ways h0t it could have

17 occurred Because we didnt observe whd happened on the

18 21st we cant say exachly what happened Its possible that

19 it could have caine from one vial Thee wds ooking at the

20 the dose that was recorded for each patent there would

21 have been enough propof ci in one vial to give ittie Lit to

22 each one nut that wasnt really realistic scenario

23 You would have there were 50cc vials so tilt

24 would potentially be used for multiple pdtients much more

25 than 20cc vial obviousy
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Sure

So that vial could have moved back and forth anc

it rould have been one vial Or you could have had fresh

propofol drawn from that vial and basically contaminated

second vial when they went in to draw the rest of it or

through basically usino it on patient then going into

second vial

So they could basically recontaminate second or

third vial as many as needed for that to happen

10 Okay And in is there any way would there

11 be any way for you to determine in that type of scenario if

1/ the if the virus or theres if the virus dlutes it all

or the virus you know somehow gets less and less in each

vial or is is that impossib_e

Its likely that some dilution wou_d occur

especially if youre talkng about going from one vial to

second But we didnt know how much blood was introduced

didnt know the patients vral load And we aidnt know whdt

happened from vial to vial exactly So theres no wdy we can

/0 say step by step exactly what happened

zJ What was the the year tfat yoL Issued your

z/ conclusion regarding the the outbreak in this case and how

2u it was your conclusion regarding the mode of transmission

24 The final report was released in 2009

z5 Okay And that was the the conclusion was
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the sort of the combination of reusinc propofol vials and

the reuse of syringes on single patients

Yes thats correct

Its several years later have your conclusions

changmb at all since you Issued your report

No

Has anything come to your attention that makes

you question your conclusion that you mate back Th 2009

No

10 Thank you

11 MS WECKERLY Ill pass the witness

12 THE COURT All right Ladies and gent_emen before

13 we move ntc cross examination lets go ahead and take our

14 morninc recess Well be in recess until about 1115

15 During the recess youre reminoed that youre not to

16 discuss the case or anything relating to the case with each

17 cthe or wth anyone else Youre not to read watch ister

18 to axy reports of or commentaries on the case any person

19 subjeor matter relating to the case and ease dont form or

20 express an rmpinion on tIe trial

21 Notepads in your chairs and fol ow the nailiff

z2 thrount the rear door

z3 And Mr Labus during the break please dont

24 discuss your testimony

25 THE WITNESS Okay
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

K7\RR REPURTNG INC

Jury recessed at 1101 a.m

THE COURT Im just wHEting or them to get out of

the hallway And sir if you want to take break youre

free to 00 out that door

THE ThESS Thank you

Cout recessed from 1102 a.m to 1115 a.rn

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT Are you ooing to be first Mr Wright

MR WRIGHT Yep think

THE COURT

days

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

And you this is gong to take two

dont think

Ms Weckerly took an hour

dont think so

Almost exactly an little less than

an hour

what Im

MS HEANISH Thats not long

THE COURT It was like it was like no thats

syii

MS WFHERLY Im tie quickest

THE COURT it was 50 minutes mean 50

MR WRIGHT No dont

THE COURT how do you turn

MR WRIGHT think so

THE COURT Ms Weckerlys 50 minutes into days
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MR WRIGHT dIdnt know what it was going to be

THE COURT Richt

MR WRIGHT So dont think it

THE COURT mean it was almost

MS WECKERLI Got more narrowed admittedly this

morning but

THE COURT so

MR WRIGHT So no dont see it being as long as

had forecast

10 THE COURT All right In other words Ms Weckerly

11 be prepared to have another witness for tomorrow

12 MS WECKERLI We will yes try to get someone

13 together It will it will in all likelhood be an

14 insurance person

15 THE MARSHAL Ready Judge

16 THE COURT Yeah Mr Labus come on back up to the

17 witness stand The bailiff is going to bring in the jury

18 MS WECKERLY Also did the email everybody

19 draft instructons

20 THE COURT Oh great

21 MS WECIKERLY So everybody can..

22 Off record colloquy

23 THE COURT Bring them in

24 THE MARSHAL Ladies and gentlemer please rise for

25 the jury
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Jury enteiing at 1117 a.m

THE MARSHAL Thank you everybody You may be

seated

THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

Ano Mr Wright you may begin your

cross examinaton

MR WRIGHT flank you

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR WRIGHT

10 Good morning Mr Labus Im Richard Wright

11 represent Dr Desai

12 Good morning

13 In preparaton for your testimony here what

14 have you revewed

15 went througi my report went through some of

16 the noes rad from that had taken in the clinic as

17 well as an number of esearcfl articles

18 Ok0y Din you remi any of your testimony

19 My grand jury testimony

20 Okoy Anythino ese
21 No thats afi tmit comes to mino

22 Ok0y Ano are you hepatitis expert

23 No

24 The your the definition you utilized for

25 acute hepatitis well strike that
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Weve had experts in here testify recarding the

distinction between acute hepatitis ann chroric hepatitis

and symptomatic hepatitis and nonsymptomatic hepatitis and

they have talked abeut the acute/chronic distinction as being

one of duration In other words acute hepatitis is short

term and chronic long term Do you agree witf that

Yes

Okay And they tdlk about acute hepatitis as

all hep let me put it this way all when contract

10 hepatitis whether know have it or not have acute

11 hepatitis for the first say six months ann will either

12 be symptomatic or not symptomatic does that make sense

13 Yes

14 Okay And had understooo your definition of

15 acute hepatitis it seems like you were viewing acute

16 hepatitis as newly acquired hepatitis with symptoms

17 symptomatic

18 Yes thats correct

19 Okay So tfats thats your oefinition of

20 it correct

21 No thats the tne national case definition

22 that we use for public health surveillance Ire Council of

23 State and Terrtorial Epidemiologists comes with comes up

24 with definitions so theres one for acute hepatitis axid

25 then theres another one they cll cast or present And its
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because of that challenge in determining is it newly

acquired nonsymptomatic case cr is it something tue person

had for decades

So for surveillance purpcses and for outtoeaks we

use the the acute disease with symptoms as the definition

for acute disurse

Okay Ihe so that when were t0lking about

because some some of those other experts said the acute

hepatitis has nothing to do wltn the severity of the

10 disease But for your purposes when we say like in Clark

11 County there are two to four reported cases year is that

12 about accurate

13 Yes

14 Of acute hepatitis were talking about

15 someone newly cguired hepatitis nd they are symptomatic

16 jaundiced sick everything that nappens in those fiist six

17 months if its symptomatc oiect

18 Yes the cases Im king about ts he

19 public health case definition Theyre taKing the medical

20 approach which tney neeo for treatrient So its kind of two

21 views of the s0me thino

22 got it And so tue how many and you

23 you testified that acute hepatitis with symptomatic okay

24 Im just got it ann Im sick

25 Yes
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Thats reportable by physicians by law

Yes it is

Okay And the first two cases that are

November December were reported by physicians

Yes thats correct

Okay And how many aside from physicians

reporting acute hepatitis the Health District also gets

reports from all the labs around here of postive hepatitis

results my my terminology

10 Yes thats correct

11 Okay Ano so every every one that gets

12 blood test at any time for wYatever reason medically in Clark

13 County it if they test positive for hepatitis thats

14 reported to the Health District

15 Yes it is

16 Okay And then the Health Dstrict keeps

17 record of ll of that

18 Yes we do

19 Okay registry of hepatitIs

20 More of Thst of just positve lab results but

21 that kind of idea yes

22 Okay Ano low many how m ny hepatitis

z3 when you get how many co you get day from lab averaoe

z4 cant say for per day Id say for per

z5 month we get to 3000 probably We ge thousands of results
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month its very large number

Okay aidnt heQr you Say that gain

said we get probably to 3000 month

very large number

Okay So to 3000 monh reports come in of

positive blood tests for hepatitis

Yes

Okay In Clark County

Yes

10 mean is that thats your jursdiction

11 Southern Nevada Health District is co terminus with Clark

12 County correct

13 Yes it is

14 Okay Arid are are chose rew reports or

15 duplicates because someone keeps oetting blood tests

16 It would be both of those

17 Ok0y Both of those Because you get say

18 you ge 3000 this month some of then you mcy eady have in

19 your database

Yes thats correct

21 Okay When sa you Im tmiklng about the

22 Health Dstrict obviously

23 Yes thats correct

24 And so its of tflose say its its

25 3000 50 were like talkino about say rOC 0e reported
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tomorrow come it does does anyone contact those people

or do anything with that

No we dont

Okay And do you dont know if its newly

acquired well you you would know if its newly

reported correct

Yes

Okay But you wouldnt know if the person just

got hepatitis and you wouldnt know if they have syrfloms

10 Without physician report on just the lab

11 tests no we wouldnt

12 Okay So when when this these first two

13 reports came in and then were back to Jaruary 2008 now

14 okay And that that was your initial involvement

15 Yes thats correct

16 Okay Ano it was passed up to you because

17 youre an epidemiological investigator is tiat right

18 Yes

19 Okay And already the two reports that had come

zO in had been investigated in the sense of your office or he

zl heclth someone in the FJedlth District contactng the to

z2 people correct

23 Yes thats correct

24 Okay Ano talking to them ether by phone or in

25 person to determine risk factors
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Yes thats correct

Okay And do you you also incependently test

them

Generally we wont unless theres scme

additional reason to do so If we have ab test from

cordil-nercial diagnostic lab theres no reason to dc additional

testinc

Okay And thats thats re1ib

information mean you you have the its remorted by

10 physician and then the the lab tests are there showing

11 that its positive for hepatitis

12 Yes

13 And then the the person is ctcted and they

14 are symptomatic and theyre interviewed fo te common risk

15 factors you all have developeci correct

16 Yes but Id say we also determire if the3re

17 symptomatic Just because physician reports it c5 an acure

18 case it may not meet our definition rriai me

19 misdiagnosis It may be he only had parial rromation Sc

20 thats part of it as well

21 Okay Anc so someone else id tr0t in The

22 Health District

23 Yes

24 Okay Anc they confirmed that the people axe

z5 were sick had been hospitalized or whatever ard they were
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symptomatic with acute hepatitis

Yes thats correct

And then the the background -- the interview

of them for risk factors that takes place correct

Yes

And as understand it from testimony weve had

here The the risk factors for newly acquired acute

hepati is but syntomatic is not as thorouch an analysis

is thar fair

10 Thats correct we cant consider every

11 possibility

12 Right mean its newly acquired so just by

13 defini ion we know like within the last six months they got

14 the hep

15 Right When we do the interviews we ask abcu

16 those risk factors and The six months prior to the onset of

17 thei symptoms so limit it to the the incubation period

18 of the ciHsease

19 Okay As opposed to other people if just

20 test postive hep ano just found out took blood

zl test crd ust earned had hep and diont even knma it an

22 interview on me on risk factors goes all the way back

23 correc

24 Yes thats correct

25 The tr and the most common rsk faotos
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are the Im not sure Im saying it right The most

whats the most dangerous oonduot How do you rank the risk

faotors

For newly aoquired disease the majority of

oases it winds up being IV drug use so thats the big

question When you look at the older oases lot of it was

blood transfusion so before they started soreening the blood

supply for it coourately in 1992 there was risk of hep

and espeoially going baok into the 70s the way they they

10 got blood dorors At one point they had paid blood donors ano

11 it tended to attrart people that were more likely to have

12 hepatitis

13 And so there were risks from mostly blood or medio0

14 prooedures baok then More reoently though its more IV

15 drug use ano lot of them are undetermined still

16 And so now its oonfirmed by your by the

17 southern Nevada Health Distriot we have two reported oases

18 and at that time you hao the oommon link whioh wQs same

19 olinic oorreot

20 Yes

21 And the th0t thats what oaused it to come

22 to your desk to start looking into it

23 Yes thats oorreot

24 Okay Ann just guess just those two isnt

25 the oorreot word but mean with with only two reported
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that in and of itself sends up big red flaos when they are

connec eo to common facility

Yes for an uncommon disease like hep

Riqht Ard so with with those two who do

you reach out to first

Ill talk to my boss Ill talk to other

epidemiooqists or the lab as necessary In this case it was

mostly talKirg to my boss and then contacting the CDC

Okay Ano your boss is

10 Patricia Rowley

11 Okay

12 Or was my boss not anymore but she was at the

13 time

14 Ok0y And what is her position

15 She was tYe manager of the epidemiology office

16 Okay And Yow many of you epidemiologists are

17 in therel

18 Theres around half dozer over that time

19 period meres couple that do infectious disease and the

20 other ones do chronic disease nuy all sorts of things

21 that are total unrelateo to any outbreak investigations

22 Okay Cause you guys go in and look at the

23 restaurants and all that stuff that we see on T.V
24 Thats the environmental heaith inspectors but

25 if theres an outbreak Lhere we do the restaurant outbreaks as
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well

Okay Ano you were when this tow did this

end up on your desk or your computer what would end up

on your computer

Yes got an email from my boss that just had

the details so the the supervisor over the disease

investigators that did the interviews notified the office

manager who told me about it

Okay Ann you were you selected do you

10 specialize in this type of investigation

11 We only had two infectious disease

12 epidemiologists dnd was the senior person So tend

13 to find out about most things or at least at the time did

14 Okay Ann had had you previous done

15 and is an investigation the correct word in your

16 Yes

17 okay

18 Yes it is

19 me hat you previously cone an investigation

20 involving nepatitis transmisson

21 No

22 Had you previously investigated an ambulatory

23 surgical center for viral outbreak

24 No

25 Okay Ant by viral outbreaK Im talking
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abaut virus as opposec to like bacterial infection rioht

Thats correct havent havent done any

ASC investigations before this one

Okay Anc the and had had you

investigated any hep0ti is cases

Yes

Okay What type

Ive done hep0tits and hepatitis

Okay Anc hepatitis is generally transmitted

10 how

11 Hepatitis is typically food borne and

12 hepatitis is the same sort of transmission generally as

13 hepatitis

14 Okay Aria were those in clinics hospitals or

15 what

16 No

17 They were not

18 Thdts correct

19 Okay So wYe wnen this ntially came and

20 it it you guys deal th0t felative rsk the

21 statistics you all we tolKing about ttat that had to be

22 up there high the two wirhn couple of months same

23 precisely same clinic correct

24 Well wou say red flag Wc5 there but

25 wouldnt say relative risK We use that ir cifferent
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context basically

Okay The ard so you did you talk to your

boss and then initially contact CDC that very day

Yes

Okay Aria so this is January 2nd if recall

correctly

Yes thats correct

Arid so you cet in touch with CDC and you tell

them what you have correct

10 Correct

11 Okay And are you at that point requesting this

12 epi what they called an Epi Aid

13 Not at that point Not initially

14 Okay You are contacting them looking for

15 guidance and expertise

16 Yes thats correct

17 Okay And so nd that that first day

18 while you were contacting ttiem third case gets reported

19 Yes

20 Okay And once again than was

zl physician reported

22 Yes it was

23 And it was vetted mear it was confirmed

24 its hepatitis its acute and no risk factors and lo and

25 behold same clinic and same date c5 one of the others
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believe one or two of the oases also had

dental prooedure in the six month window as well but all

three of them had that that same endosoopy center link

Okay Arid so you reported that to CDC

Yes

Okay And then the the pans how what

happened between the 2no and the 9th

We started discussino with CDC wds an Epi Aid

appropriate Did they have people availab to come out and

10 assist us and and then it was quesion of which branches

11 at CDC So we spoke with the hepatitis branch and the branch

12 that does healthcare acquired infections DHQP is their

13 acronym its Division of Healthcare Quality and Promotion

14 So we were having discussions with ttem trying to

15 figure out what the next steps were goino to be We made our

16 official Epi Aid request probably the the thrd probably

17 that next day They got theh team togeTher sri said theyd

18 be able to arrve the foThowino Wednesday

19 Okay Ann the Ep Aid request mean thats

zO part of the bureaucracy of qovernrrant you h0ve to officially

21 have someone ask them

z2 Our state epidemiologist has to make an official

23 letter of request to the CDC and then tfe CC comes up with

24 kind of plan of why are they coming out wrat are they

25 lookino for and whats the reason for the trip Then that
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gets approved and they find hotels and flights and all that

sort of stuff But its pretty standard process thats used

all over the country and weve had Epi Aids before its not

first time weve used it

Okay Ann so the the state epidemiologist

is that

Yes

Who is that

Thats Dr Ihsan Azzarn

10 Okay And so he he was in the oop and

11 forwarded the request

12 Yes thats correct

13 Okay And so they they come out and they

14 they from the CDC was Melissa

15 Dr Schaefer

16 Srhaefer

17 and Dr Fischer

18 okay And they arrive on the Wednesday the

19 9th

20 Yes

zl And you all have meeting wth them hefcre

z2 going over to the clinic

23 Yes thats correct

24 And at that meeting yourself Dr Fischer and

25 Dr Schaefer from CDC and people from BLC
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As well as number of other Health District

people

Okay It so theyre your your agency

Yes

Okay And at that time had you oeen had you

made any initial determinations in your own micd as to what

you thought the probable cause was

No

going in

10 No didnt

11 Okay Do you recall that your jFtal belief

12 was that it was scope related because it was ini arid

13 thats what you all meaning the Health District thought was

14 the most likely cause

15 believe my boss sent sri email that it was

16 concerned about the scopes because it was an erdosccoy

17 clinic

18 Okay

i9 and that was just the iritial thought based

20 on the type of te clinic

21 And it and it was the COG that sdid no we

z2 think that injection practices Is the most likely cause based

zi upon our past outbreak investigations

24 dont think they said it was tYe most likely

25 cause they saId it was more likely that it was an injection
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safety issue than the scopes but it really could be anything

going ino there

Okay But they said the first thing we want to

look injection practices

dont krow if it was the first thing they

said it was something they wanted to look at though

Okay The read conversation you had with

someboov ccilled Nachos

Its NACCFO Its the National Association

10 NACCHO

11 of County and City Health Officials

12 Okay

13 Yes they get that

14 Well its

15 all the time Its running joke with them

16 NAACHO NACCPO

17 NACCHO

18 And it and do you recaj the conversation

19 remember talking to them number of times

zO cve tre years

zI Okay Bu the do you recal conversation

22 with yourself Dr Sands the everyone nvolved in this

23 with tI-e NACCHO representatives after this outbreak and

24 investigaton had occurred in which you were sharing with

25 them your your what had occurred
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Vaguely

Okay Do you recall because 11 recall reading

in there that you stated that your alls initial presumption

or assumption was that it was scope related hut thats why we

call in the experts because they said the first thing we want

to look at is 2njection practices And Im surnmaiizing

it but

doesnt sound incorrect dont

specifically remember the conversation though

10 Okay And it it does not sound inconect

11 That sounds like thats accurate about the mindset on going in

12 the door

13 In general sense yeah The scopes were on

14 the list and would say the injection safety was probably

15 the top of the list of things that we were looking at

16 Okay Anc so you all had waited for COG to

17 anive and that was one week correct

18 think they ocficially approved the request on

19 fliday so it wds several days yes

20 Okay The of rrean from frori the 2nd

zl to the 9th you all made the determination to wait qe COC

22 BLC invo ved nd dont notify the clinic until everything is

23 in place

24 Yes

25 Okay Ano thats just par- of the way
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investigatons are popery done correct

Yes

Okay Because the you want to to yoar

knowlecge no one at the clinic had any idea of this outbreak

until lou called on the on Wednesday the 9th

As far as know thats correct

Ok0y Ant you called that afternoon and told

them oid you tell them on the phone

think we gave them brief overview that we

10 had number of hiepatitis cases that were potentially linked

11 to the clinic and we were initiating an investigation and we

12 wanteo to come over and meet with them right away

13 Okay Ano do you rerrember who you spoke with on

14 the phone

15 gct passed around to couple of different

16 people and think the fnal person really spoke to was

17 lonya Rushnc

18 Okciy Anc so and then you all within

19 half hour walked across the street and

20 Yes

21 mm the inic Had you ever been there

z2 before

23 No

24 Okay Anc you ultimately met with Tonyd

25 Rushinc correct
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Yes

Okay Dr Cliff Carrol

Yes

Okay Arid Jeff Krueger or Katie Maley may have

been present at the first meeting

Jeff was present for most of it Katie was kind

of in and out

Okay So most likely Jeff Krueger first

meeting

10 Yes

11 And at at that meeting you had the two two

12 BLC people two CDC people and yourself

13 Yes

14 Okay And did you tell them of the three oases

15 Yes we did

16 Okay And its hepdtitis acute

17 symptomatic

18 Yes

19 positive And what what was the response

20 or reacton

21 They were surprised and offered whGtever

z2 assistance we needed in the investigation They were ver3i

23 accommodatinc when we talked to them

24 Okay Ano what you had set up with CDC

25 game plan for the investioation correct
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Yes

Okay Ann so you told them heres what we will

need when we come back tomorrow

We startec to hecuse we didnt know what

documerts existed So rhe first question Is what do they

have and then we can dec he wbat sort of things we wanted to

look at We think we can some general categories but

without visiting the clinc we didnt know exactly what to ask

for

10 Okay And so ir visiting it and you actually

11 did walk around correct

12 brief ore yes

13 Okay Ann ou were aware that there was

14 what weve cal ed the he castro side which was medical

15 offices and then there was actually the procedure clinic

16 endoscopy side

17 Yes

18 Okay Anc you le0xned that they bad patient

19 log patient list for botn nays correct

20 Yes

21 And patiert carts that wou be like the

22 patienus file for those ocys

23 Well there were two patient cflrts So there

24 was the procedure chaxt on the endoscopy she and then there

25 was the ceneral medical cf art of the patient or the the
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gastro side

Okay Ano essentially and whether it was all

learned right at that very first afternoon Wednesday

afternoon you became aware of all of those charts the doctor

side and the procedure side and those were presented for all

of the patients for July 25th and September 21st correct

As well as couple additional days think

think July 25th was Monday so dont think we got any

charts from prior to that but we got the the two or three

10 days prior to September 21st as well

11 Okay And to get so going so number of

12 days three or four before tie September 21st

13 Yes

14 Okay how at that first meetino Wednesday

15 afternoon they they give you an overview verbally of their

16 operation

17 Yes

18 Okay Like number of procedures types of

19 procedures types of scopes types of processing types of

20 rnedioarion

/1 They talked anout the number of patients and the

22 gene-a1 setup know we talked about tie medications

23 dont know that we went into the types of scopes and how those

24 were processed That was maybe little more detailed than

25 the first meeting
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Okay Ane at that ii st meetiug they they

talked about medications that they used aoministered en the

patients correct

Yes

Okay Ane they talked about anesthesia

Yes

And that hey used seveial narcotics

Yes

And used propofol

10 Yes

11 And used lidocaine with propofol

12 Yes

13 Okay And they explained at that first meeting

14 that the lidocaine and propool came from multidose vials

15 know they explained the lidocaine did dont

16 know that they said it was propofol multdose vial dont

17 remember specifically wiat they s0id But believe the

18 conversation they said hey used one val per patient that

19 they werent using multidose propofol vials

20 Okay You think they said they were not

21 multidosng propofol

22 From abat remember with The conversation

23 Ionya sad if if you cieck the Sharps container therell

24 be you Know vials in There with buncf of propofol left in

25 them from the procedures
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Did you do what do you call this report Im

going -o snow

cant see it dont know Those look like

the incident command forms from

Okay

each day

And incident command forms Did you prepare

incident command forms for this investigation

Yes

10 Im going to show you

11 MR WRIGHT Can approach Your Honor

12 THE COURT Sure

13 BY MR WRIGHT

14 page and 10 which thnic is Jdnuary

15 2008 Look at those tell me if that refreshes your

16 recollection regarding that they told you that they used

17 lidocaine and propofol from multidose vials

18 Witness coriplies Thats what have in the

19 note here It still doesnt sound like exactly whcit happened

20 The licocaine was from mu tidose vials The propofcl as far

21 as krew was not Its not clear from the way tnis is

z2 written but that was the the conversation

23 Okdy When you say was not understand

24 that tIe vials say mean timately when you

25 investigate the vials say single dose hut what Is asking
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is did they tell you that they used propofo mu ti

multipatent

dont believe that they do
Okay What 00 you read that cifferently than

Ido

Yes it was quick notes tnat ctted all

this down at the end of the day to kind of lon everything

And should hcve been clearer on what wrote there but

wrote it as Prcpofol with lidocaine is the prImary

10 anesthesa used and comes from multidose vials The

11 lidocaine caine from multidose vials but the propofcl as far

12 as knew did not

13 Okay Have you looked at the BLC when you

14 ultimately prepared report did you look at their report

15 Pve read their report yes

16 Okay Did you look at their notes of this first

17 meeting

18 When read the entire report bit its been

19 five or six years since reao it so

zO Okay

xl thats not sometilng rec0

z2 Are you aware that do you know who Dorothy

2i Simms is

24 Yes

25 Okay Was she present at ths first meeting
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Yes

Okcy Ann she stakes that Jeff Krueger said

that they use multidose vials of propofol

Okay If thats in the report cant disagree

wirfl

Okay Well does that explain why you would put

in your January 9th incident status su.imiary that Propufol

with lidocaine is the primary anesthesia used and comes from

irultidose vidls

10 It could be

11 Is there any strike that

12 After this first meeting on Wednesday in the

13 dftenoon you all make plans to come back the next morning

14 Yes

15 Okay And you return the next morning and

16 thats all of all of the same people plus several more

17 ibm your office

18 believe so think it was the same two BLC

19 irvestigators plus one additional BLC person as well

zO think ahey had three people on the first day that that BLC

21 came back

22 Okay And that that first full day would

23 hdve been Thursday the 10th

24 Yes

25 And that was almost exclusively cevoted to
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records review

Yes

And you all set up in conference room and

they brought in the patients logs patient lists or the

relevart days and started nringing in all of the charts

hospital or the ASC the procedure recoras and the

doctor recoros

Yes thats correct

Okay And you all started going through those

10 to put together your your chart looking for commonalities

11 Yes

12 And that that took place most of Thursdai

13 Yes

14 Okay And anything else or Thursday that was

15 relevant

16 Well there was staff meeting we attended

17 where we told them what was going on and that wed be

18 observing in the clinic because we planned to do observations

19 the next dcy so we wanted them to know

zO Okay

21 why we were there

22 Okay

23 We also cauoht the end of procedure and tden

24 saw the scope reprocessino that day beleve

25 Okay Ano so the the saff rreeting were
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talkino about the clinic staff correct

It was the endoscopy center staff

Okay Richt Procedure the procedure

clinics staff and it was explined to them who you all were

and whx voJ would he lurking in the backoround

Yes

wathirg

Ricrht

Okay Arid so then you all came back on Friday

10 and started your observations correct

11 Yes

12 And you were doing observations of procedures

13 that morrig

14 Yes thats correct

15 And you were watching Linda Hubbard

16 Yes was

17 CRNA And wfat doctor do you recall

18 The Dr Olifford Carrol

19 Okay Ano did you watch number of procedures

/0 Yedh half dozen or so

21 Okcy Were they uppers or lowers or do you

22 know

23 think it was mix of the two rememhe uSe

24 colonoscopies It was just is longer procedure and so

25 there was little more to observe But it was just kind of
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mix of whatever was scheduled in whatever order We didnt

choose any certain type We just you know whatever they

brought in is what we observed

Okay And you are observing with whom

was in the room with Melissa Schaefer and BLC

people were kind of in and out

Okay Anc so as youre watching youre

watching Linda Hubbards njecton practices

Yes

10 Okay And she knows youre there Melissa is

11 there

12 Yes

13 And possibly another BLC or two

14 Yes

15 Okay And so with you all watching her she is

16 drawino propofol and dome patient injections

17 Yes thats correct

18 Okay Did you see any well cet to the

19 number of propofol vials but just on her injection practices

20 did you see anything unsafe

21 Specifically on hers think on one of them it

22 was the way or she didnt wipe the top of te vial with

23 alcohol or sometting like tnat but nothing nothing major

24 just the kino of rnino typical tnings ttat you expect to see

25 if theres you know slight problems here or there
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA ICNDAY JUNE 17 2013 913 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE MARSHAL Judge Valerie Adair presidinq Thank

you Everybody may be seated

THE COURT Our last juror just arrived so but

then just heard you had something out of the presence

MR WRIGHT Yeah Introduction of tte report

THE COURT Okay Shut the door All right Yes

10 MR WRIGHT The Health District repcrt

11 THE COURT Im sorry

12 MR WRIGHT Admissibilityof the

13 THE COURT Richt We have to have rulino on that

14 because Mr Labus is Ive consulted the cases and while

15 Health DIstrict type reports are admissible in some cases you

16 know reading everythinc this is not routine c0taloglng of

17 info maton Thats one of the things talked about in the

18 case of United States versus Barry

19 One of the things we look at is whether or not the

20 report is prepdred its likely theres coino to be litigation

21 or ciiminal proceedinc think this was ver3i unique

22 case and think that this report is much more akin to ax

23 investigative police type report than it is to an

24 epidemiological report or public record which is you know

25 as cited by the United States Supreme Court the routine
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cataloging of information And so for that reason dont

think that the report is adrnissble in this case

Now the next issue are the hepatitis infected

people the 109 or so people Are you and havent fully

decided that issue wil_ that be something that youre going

to be cettinc to in the this morning Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY Your Honor wasnt planning to

actually go into that

THE COURT Okay Heres

10 MS WECKERLY on dIrect

11 THE COURT thats okay You and are on the

12 same page then

13 MS WECKERLY Okay

14 THE COURT Heres my sort of preliminary ruling if

15 you will The State is precluded from going into it on direct

16 examination If however on cross examination the defense

17 opens the door by kind of like wuat said with the CDC

18 investigators by you know pointing to oh its only these

19 seven people or its only these eight or nine or however many

20 it was people then think the door can be opened for

21 questioning You know there were other people who could not

22 be determined to have been infected by another source nor

23 could they you know scientifically or genetically be linked

24 to the center So think it could be opened

25 Is that what youre going to say Ms Weckerly
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MS WECKERLY was going to say that Theres just

couple of things just so it on the actual infection

days liar we have charged there were ten people on each day

that were lost to follow up

THE COURT Okay

MS WECKERLY was planning on eliciting that on

diiact exarniration

TOE COURT And think thats fine that doesnt

implicdte the confrontation clause

10 MS WECKERLY Right

11 THE COURT because they were lost to follow up

12 MS WECKERLY Right We dont know their outcome

jJ rQj
14 THE COURT Rioht

MS WECKERLY think if theres questions though

abcut you know the exclusion you know maybe was Lynarte

Canpbell and the saline flush or maybe it was scopes think

18 certainl the fact that there were numerous other infections

19 that are at least related or linked mean that Mi abus

zO uses 1e categorizes it by whether or not theres risk

21 factcr but there were 105 peopie that didrt fave risk

22 factor and think that lends Itself to it not being scopes

23 and it not being particular employee

24 THE COURT It still could be scopes though because

25 didnt you say of the people who are on the case not all had
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colonoscopies So youve got that same argurnert whether its

the 100 and is that basically what youre saying Because

if they all had the same thinc whether its 100 people or

10000 people if the lets just say the scopes were the

means of transmission they could still be infecting that many

people

Do you see what Im saying If theyre not

sterilizino the scopes or the forceps

MS WECKERLY Yeah

10 THE COURT or whatever

11 MS WECKERLY mean think that its not

12 conclusive but think it certainly

13 THE COURT Well Im not sure it is mean

14 think it could be suggestve if you looked at okay well

15 Lynette Campbell wasnt working these other days or think

16 you pointed out already previously in the trIal you know you

17 cant say its tne coloroscopy nstrumens wDer some people

18 had encoscopies

19 MS WECKERLY Rlght

20 THE COURT mean think that Kind of

21 MS WECKERLY RIght

22 THE COURT thino but just number alone doesnt

z3 tell me anything Do you see what Im saying

24 MS WECKERLY Yes

25 THE COURT And so think yes different procedures
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than tfat would or some people had polyps removed so thei

oould implloate the foroeps but some people didnt have

polyps removed so that oouldnt implioate the foroeps

MS WECKERLY Yeah

THE COURT Or some people had endosoopes so witt

nothing removed all no tissue sampling so that wouldn

be the seine Do you see what Im saying oomparison like

that thnk is mecixiirigful beoause youre oonpaino the se

of different instruments

10 Numbers alone dont find partioulary rraninofu1

11 in vaouum beoause like said lets just say its the

12 foroeps and youre treating 6C000 people and you tell me

13 well it was 100 people Well it still oould be dirty

14 foroeps all of those people were having pols removed or

15 biopsies done or something like that Do you see what mear

16 MS WECKERLY do There was there was thouqh

17 at least one oase at the other oenter

18 THE COURT Okay

19 MS WECKERLY anh mean that would douhr

20

21 THE COURT Well

22 MS WECKERLY theres the same soope there

23 whatever guess there ooulh be the same oleanng issues or

24 whatever but in whatever the ruling is Ill

25 oertainly
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THE COURT mean

MS WECKERLY abide by it

THE COURT lIke said can see them opening

the door

MS WECKERLI Oay
THE COURT If you ree_ that they h0ve opened the

door in some way then obxJously the remedy to approach the

bench

MS WECKERLI Sure

10 THE COURT and we my hdve to may we may

11 have to do some questiorino of Mr Labus out of the presence

12 of the jury to establisY you know what he knows dnd how he

13 knows it and possibly argument to say to link up whether or

14 not in fact is contrary to wnat has been suggested by

15 question on cross Do you see what mean

16 MS WECKERLY T1erc Is one table from the report

17 that unoerstand the ruiro on the report itself but it

18 goes throuoh what was elinin0ted c5 source of transmission

19 on the 21st that will seek to adrrji because its just

20 narrowed to that infectior date

21 THE COURT An objeoton to the table

22 MR WRIGHT Yes

23 THE COURT being separately marked as an exhibit

24 MR WRIGHT Yes object to it

25 MR SANTACROCE Can see it
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MS WECKER1X Sure

IdE COURT Basis

MR WRIGHT The basis is anc its bigger basis

than ust the table anb so understand the report is not

uLm 551b and the StaLe is not going to elicit just

Want to mae sure understand

THE COURT ElicIt on

MR WRIGHT the rules right

TUE COURT dIrect examination the infection

10 Thats what Ms Wekerly said she does not

11 MR WRIGHT Right

i2 THE COURT have the intent to elicit on direct

13 excsr3nat on the 100 plus other infected patients But she

14 doe -irtend to elicit that how many people were couldnt be

15 contaceo we just dont Know

16 MS WECKER1IY Ten on each day on each infection

17 day diont respond So they were lost Theres no follow up

18 on tfem

19 TiE COURT Im fine with that because dont think

zO that imp bates the confrontation clause because

21 MR WRIGHT Wel toe

22 THE COURT it is what it is They were contacteo

23 and we just oont know

24 MR WRIGHT They were subpoenaed

25 MS WECKER1IY Well we didnt
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THE COURT They didnt That was what te whole

issue was

MS WECKERLY We dont know who they are

THE COURT That was the whole issue with the Health

District

MR WRIGHT Certainly we know who they

THE COURT Mr Coffing who see is sitting here

MR WRIGHT Certainly

10 THE COURT opposed the release of that

11 information ruled in the Health Districts favor That

12 was one of the issues as recollect

13 MR WRIGHT fleres only 120 patents We know the

14 names of every one of them This isnt rocket science Of

15 course they know who it is and they an subpoena them nd

16 because they opted not to Im supposed if examine the

17 expert on the information he used to reach his conclusions

18 Im opening the door to waiving my confrontation rights

19 THE COURT dont thnk thats what anyone is

20 suggesting here think what Im ruling anyway is kind

21 of what happened with the CDC people where you sought to

22 suggest that oh well you are basing it on this limited

23 number or something like that nd said dont remember

24 exactly what the question was dont remember exactly what

25 the answer was but said Look you cant create false
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impression without opening the door to then the State you

know addressing that false impression Thats wh0t said

think its the same with Mr Labus

So you know if you open the door then the State

may be able tc get into that Again limited to tnis By

their own self reportino we did not identify other risk

factors but they could not he scientifically or genetically

linked to the center mean thats it Thats wha

understand that the evioence would be

10 So they cant say that in argument that

11 theyre linked because they never were linked They cant say

12 definitivey they didnt have other risk factors By their

13 own self reporting they didnt identify other risk fdctors

14 mean thInk thats what it would open the door to

15 Again you know think my ruling is consistent

16 here that you know you cant create false impression ano

17 if you do then that may open the door to what really ocured

18 with the testing and interviewing of all of the Infected

19 people

20 MR WRIGHT Okay So if open the door then get

21 the identity

22 THE COURT Well

23 MR WRIGHT of all of those people and get the

24 information need The State has created ttis riddle Judge

25 and want to Im not making myself clear They opted
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to

THE COURT No think you

MR WRIGHT put an

THE COURT are rr1aknn vouxself clear

MR WRIGHT no they co-ed -o pit an exoert on

the stand who has lookec at Tteri0ls anc reacYed cis

conclusions And part part of his thought process had to

have been oh think its tfis or that beccuse we sent ou

letters and we got this many back and tf at corroborates it to

10 me this or that happeneo Ano so thats off limits cant

11 go to the area that he relies noon beause Im not going to

12 get it if because of the law thar says thats

13 THE COURT Well wh0t if you asked him of his

14 thought process and his thognt process was wel there were

15 100 anb something other infected patients Im not going to

16 tell him Well you cant testify about your true thought

17 process

18 Its exactly the same situdtior that was created

19 with the COC Im not coinc to tell him well Va Wright

20 asks you what your thoucht process was or why you focused on

21 this to the exclusion of somethng else and that involved 109

22 other patients then Im not cong to tell him that he camt

23 answer that question truthfully

24 mean guess we are in bit of

25 MR WRIGHT Thats good So Im Im waiving
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THE COURT conunoxum here but

MR WRIGHT Im waiving my confrorttion rights

THE COURT No youre not

MR WRIGHT he

THE COURT waivirg your confrontation rights

MR WRIGHT certainly am

THE COURT You have your full confrontticn rights

MR WRIGHT Of those 06 patients Get something

10 straight dispute that they even have hepatitis dispute

11 that they got it at the clinic admit nothing Hes

12 relyinc upon hearsay to make the determination No that

13 they are infected No that theyre clInic associated

14 because they have no risk factors Arid No he wont

15 disclose who they are Thats the evidence He wont tell us

16 who they are

17 Theyre putting an expert on the stand wno knows

18 something has it down cant look at what hes looked at

19 and the State opted to use him cs the expert In any ordinary

20 case like this you get an expert you have him read all the

zl transcripts of the evidence tYat came in or you have him sit

22 here the whole day so that they hdve heard the same thing

23 everyone has heard axid then they get up there and opine

24 But Mr Labus has by lw by your ruling the

25 right to have information that he has relied upon that he

KARR REPORTING INC
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cannot share with me And so how do have the right tc

confront him on that issue

MS WECKERLY As to

THE COURT Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY as to the charge nays everybody

hs access to to all of that information an dont

the fdct that they sent out letters and oinnt oct response

from 10 people on each nay there isn treres nothino

there Theres nothing to confront because they diont get

10 information back from

11 THE COURT Hes not talking about th0t am

12 assumirg

13 MS WECKERLY But as

14 THE COURT youre talking about tre 100 and some

15

16 MR WRIGHT Correct

17 MS WECKERLY OKay The other 100 the other 105

18 he can mean hes certainly when Ive read his

19 deposicions hes very gnalified when he talKs abcut thdt

20 because he says This is their self reportHo cant link

21 them conclusively to the clinic they may you know heres

22 instances where people falsely report dont think he

23 relies on those opinions to form his opir ion cr conclusion

24 about how the transmission occurred on our actua days but he

25 does rely on the transmission to guess to make the
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decision as to how far how far back to send out

safe injection practices

So he he saw unsafeinjection practices back in

2005

THE COURT But and that doesnt really matter

MS WECKERLY but but Im not asking

THE COURT -- what

MS WECKERLY him Hbout that so

THE COURT whether he sent out 30000 letters

10 MS WECKERLY Right

11 THE COURT or 90000 letters or 60000 letters or

whatever mean to me that has nothinc to do with you

in know whether your defendants in this case you know are

14 nuilty or not guilty

15 MS ECKERLY Right

i6 THE COURT how many letters he wound up sending

17 MS WECKERLY R1ght But dort think that he

IS relies on that aspect of the Health District acton to reach

19 the corciusion as to the source of transmission But if hes

20 going no be asked about you know why did you send all those

21 cut or boy you only got seven people out of sending out 47

z2 letters you know thats not true So think thats where

23 the
24 THE COURT

25 MS WECKERLY the false impression
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IdE COURT and thats thats exactly vQhat

was was sayng too Everythng else you can mean

dont see problem with fully confronting hIm on the bcmes of

his conclusions and how you know he determired it had to

have been the propofol and the CRNA5 ann

EEl WRIGHT Because they elect to chocsc him ds the

witness who has information that he cannot snae with me

They they dIdnt have to use him axd so oeccuse of that if

cross examine him fully with my confrontatcr mights Im

10 waivino Im opening the door and then in can come evidence

11 that is hearsay and that dont have ront cf

12 confrontation to

13 THE COURT Well lets be clear here

14 MR WRIGHT all because the State dIdn dc it

15 IdE COURT Lets be clear here FIrst of all they

16 didnt go out and choose Mr Labus as theii expert Mr cihus

17 was the employee of the Health District that went out dnd did

18 the investigatIon which far preceded any involivenent by the

19 Distdct Attorneys Office Just so to me think its

20 unfair to somehow suggest that Mr Ldbus is the same exdct

21 position of retained expert and they cou have chosen

22 anyone is inaccurate

23 mean theyre theyre callino Mr Ldbus because

24 Mr Labus was on the front lines of this thing He was on the

25 ground there doing this investigation and the District
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Atto-neys OffIce had no part in that choice

Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY Well mean thats true Hes

peripient witness too He has conversations with people that

we inteno to bring in because their statements in court you

kno hese are prior irconsistent statements Hes reg-ular

wirness dfld te also has expertise and based or his

cbsevcLons on the day they were there hs coLanorative

yu know nuess discussions with the CDC representatives he

16 reaches corciusion about how the transmission occurred Ano

i_I when he rules out the other sources its based on information

he observed or got from the reco-ds from those two infection

dcys

14 Now why the notification was as broad as it was

15 different cecision so mean

16 THE COURT dont think thats really wfldt Mr

17 right is focusing on the

18 MR WRIGHT Right

19 THE COURT notification

zO MR WRIGHT Im not just have the and have

21 problem with tee for tde two dates in issue July and

22 September The theyre they are going to elicit that 10

23 patien-s on each day we dont know whether tdey have

24 hepatiris is that what understand

25 MS WECKERLY Right Yeah theres ro follow up on
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they diont

MR WRIGHT Okay But

MS WECKERLI respond

MR WRIGHT okay

THE COURT thInk what you cant armue mean

think the evidence will be they didnt respond thats it

MR WRIGHT To wh0t The subpoenas

THE COURT To the letters

MR WRIGHT The compuisory process What thy

10 wasnt the case investicated So open the door if cc

11 into tiese 10 want to know who they are want to know

12 who diont respond and thats what Im ooing to ask him

13 THE COURT dont think you open the door to

14 anything

15 MR WRIGHT Okay Well then

16 THE COURT there

17 MR WRIGHT Im ooing to ask him for those on

18 each day

19 THE COURT And then he can say well was ou

20 belief that or we were or we were told we didnt have

21 to or weatever the case may be mean those were the

22 part of the ones that as recollect were litigated The

23 State subpoenaed the inform0tion as you recall the Health

24 District filed think they filed that they objected to the

25 service of subpoena believe so they fileo it think
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as motIon to quash if recall and they arg-ued that

pursuant as you as youll remember pursuant to state

statute They didnt have to disclose that information

The Court ruled in the Health Districts favor that

they didrt tve to disclose th0t information And so now

could the

MR WRIGHT So 4ht

THE COURT sate have done more

MR WRIGhT Yeah coud

10 135 COURT Yes

11 MR WRIGHT Is that dard to fiqure out with 126

12 patiens lr.ey sit on their dands and do nothing to

13 investigdte the case

14 MI WECKERLY But mean ever if even if we got

15 the peop we still dort know how the Health District

16 classified tHem medn ttats you know yes we could

17 but we wouhdnit knur whctt toe internal classification of the

18 Health DIstict

19 TSE COURT Richt But you would mean

20 hypothetcally cad you done the mean to be fair had

21 you done toe investigation ano had you fourd the people and

22 had you cootacted them ano had some of them been willing to

23 speak with your investioator at least some of them may or may

24 not have been tested anc some of them may have disclosed the

25 results of those tests
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MS WECKERLY Rignt mean thats how we got

THE COURT Thats what Mr Wrioht

MS WECKERLY looked

THE COURT is talking about So then you would

know okay these ten of the ten you found five and five

were infectec with hepatitis or two of the five were and

the other three wetent or wrdtever the case may be Is that

basically what youre sayno

MR WRIGHT Correct And am viewing it that there

10 are six total well one one viral not connected

11 mean the one for the two days or two

12 MS WECKERLY Two

13 MR WRIGHT But Im vewing that that the state of

14 the evidence is there were seven for the two days combined

15 seven out of 126 or whatever the number is And if the State

16 is going to argue that rheres seven or there may be 27

17 THE COURT Yeah oont think that would be

18 MR WRIGHT thQt that

19 THE COURT fair They cant argue th0t That

20 would be

21 MS WECKERLY No were going to argue that

22 THE COURT totally

23 MR WRIGHT Wel then why are they

24 THE COURT unfair

25 MR WRIGHT brncing it out at all
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MS
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THE
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THE

MR

THE

MR

THE

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

WECKERLY Were were going to crgue theres

were we count

COURT Yeah the

WECKERLY Lakota Quanah and

COURT Lakota Quanah

WRIGHT Gb tnat thats

COURT tRLts fine

WRIGHT wh0t mednt

COURT Ynu cn drURe that theres nine mean

MR WRIGHT But tneyre

TEE COURT dont

MR WRIGHT dneyre going to argue theres

MR CORLINc Fold on one

THE COURT think you can say

MR COTIN time

MR WRIGHT 29

MR COTFING Ore at time

THE COURT wel we didnt bear from these

people so tbey you know the inference is that they

were infected mean its just as likely they didnt

respono to the Health Oistrct because they werent infected

and they thought

MR WRIGHT Wel

THE COURT Im not infected why why am
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going to bother with this whole thing

MR WRIGHT Rigft But the

THE COURT mean think thats just

MR WRIGHT whQt

THE COURT as reasonable an inference

MR WRIGHT why woy is it

THE COURT as tc why

MR WRIGHT comirg oit other than to draw the

inference that tnere may be others

THE COURT thnK they can brine it out to explain

the blanks on the sheet that that we dont know that

the is that mean if thats what theyre doing

MS WECcERIIY TYats right we doct

THE COURT OF the schedule

MS WECKERLY

THE COURT

the Health District

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT allowed to know

THE COURT Mr Wright there are Ive said this
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over and over again You know you didnt welch in on the

issue with the Health DistrIct ano the State Im not saying

you had to but teres The ciecil COO Ive said this over and

over acain There are wo you Know just this is you

know the Health District preventino the spreao of disease and

studying how disease is you know spreao and things like

that thats very strong Itatc ish interest and ruled

that that State interest equ0l to the State interest in

going forwaro In crimin0l pioceedinos

10 Ano so in this case ied they didnt nave to

11 disclose

12 MR WRIGHT Okay

13 THE COURT that raije because you

14 MR WRIGHT

15 THE COURT have to pictect The open flow of

16 information with the HeaJh District because ther function is

17 to you know dentify comunic0ble oiseases and to try to

18 guess ascertain how those are spiead and to prevent the

19 further spread And so ou know they have strong and

20 compelling in my view legtimate interest

21 MR WRIGHT Okay As

22 THE COURT in keepng the that information

23 confidential

24 MR WRIGHT And stronger than my clients right to

25 fair trial and his compulsory process richts ard his rights of
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confrontation make the demand right row or Court order

You say the States balance doesnt tip want it under

oompuisory prooess my right to oonfront witnesses and the

evidence ttat is available want the information that wont

be turned over to the State by the Healti District

MS WECKERLY Well yeat dorr dave it so..

MR WRIGHT No Im Im subpoenairg it Im

demanding it hes testifying am reouestino that the

witness produce it

10 THE COURT Mr Coffing Im assuning youre here for

11 the Health District

12 MR COFFING Your Honor was here to just be wIth

13 the witness Your Honor wasnt

14 THE COURT Right mean heres

15 MR COFFING anticpating

16 THE COURT tie tding You want to subpoena the

17 infunmation guess subpoena the informs-ion As recall

18 the

19 MR WRIGHT No Im requesting

20 TOE COURT statute it was pretty muci no

21 exceptions You know to me the remedy if you know you

22 cant net fair trial with tie informatior separate

23 remedy than forcing the Healti District to turn over the

24 informaton Now everyone keeps saying that well you could

25 have figured out the information other ways So if thats the
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case then dont see how the nterest of tne Health District

somehow is rranmazed when there are clternate routes to find

that irformation

MR WRIGHT dont have to do any thdt

THE COURT Well li s0Yno first of all

the State cannot create false infeiancc -o te benefit by

virtue of the fact ten peop1e idut icspcrd They can

explair what the rdssinc people mean on -he chant but they

can in no way argue well maybe these pecple would have had

10 hepatitis we just dont know That anuld be iguroper

11 argument in my view and you cant do it Sc coes that

12 alleviate some of youx concerrs

ii MR WRIGHT No tdl want he Information

14 Im dont want to dont want to tont want this

15 on an idea that okay if you want co sunpoena it The

16 witness is here and so am oolng to eouest that he produce

17 it And so just wdnt ruino Stm thct

18 THE COURT Do you hdve the 26 names

19 MR STAUDAHER Theyre theyre on the chart

20 MS WECKERLY Theyte on the darts but we

21 THE COURT On the day

22 MS WECKERLY you know we redacted them But

23 dont

24 MR STAUDAHER Counsel

25 MS WECKERLY dont
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MR STAUDAHER Counsel had the

MS WECIKERLY know wflc

MR STAUDAHER originals so theyve

MS WECKERLY didnt follow up

MR STAUDAHER got all that

MS WECKERLY dont know that know who the

people are but dont know who was los to ol ow up because

thdt wou only be known to the Health District

MR WRIGHT Oh so youre youre ta king about

10 mean there are there are people who didnt respond

11 for the two

12 MS WECKERLY Right

13 MR WRIGHT days correct

14 MS WECKER1IY Correct

15 MR WRIGHT The identty of those 20

16 MS WECKERLY dont know than Only tOe Health

17 Cist-ict knows that

18 THE COURT Then how do you know

19 MR WRIGHT We have pctient lists

20 THE COURT oKay well wait Im massing

21 somethino here because if you h0ve 1es make tOis easy or

z2 us 100 people okay And lets say of the 100 people

23 that day were nfected okay So now youve got 92 people

z4 And of those 92 people are you saying and then of the 92

25 people unoerstand you knew you know and axid
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werent infected is that true

MR STAUDAHER No

MS WECKERLY No

MR STAUDAHER What we have is 126 the and

Counsel baa the original the unredacted inforriation sc boTh

sides have had all the canes of tue patients tdt those rwo

days who tao proceduxes done on those two ias Of those 126

people or wratever we we there we apparently total

of 20 10 for each day that were lost to follow up by the

10 Health District So of the

11 THE COURT Riaht But you know who wcs not lost to

12 follow up

13 MR STAUDAHER No

14 MS WECKERLY No

MR STAUDAHER Tf we knew wno wds not ost to follow

16 up we woud know

17 THE COURT Then you would know wfo

18 MR STAUDAHER was

19 THE COURT right

zO MS WECKERLY Right

zl MR STAUDAHER and tnat was thct was the

22 information that we were requesting That was what the Court

23 ruled we could not get So we dont know whict ones the

24 Health District contacted and dIdnt contact

25 THE COURT So all you know is okay of the other
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say 90 people that werent lost to follow up

MR STAUDAHER We dont know who ttose people are

hioh ones were not lost

THE COURT right That that none of them

tested postive for hepattis and that 10 people you dont

kno and nine people din test positive thats what you know

MS WECKERLY Rght

THE COURT And you know the identity of the people

who do dio test positive

10 MR STAUDAHER That we have linked

11 THE COURT Rioht

12 MR STAUDAHER and

THE COURT Rioht And

14 MS WECKERLY Of the ones that followed up

THE COURT thats all you know

JO MS WECKERLY we know who they are We know that

the we Know tne ones that are positive

TSE COURT Rioht WHichi are the ones you know

19 that So the other people you know tha they werent

zO psitive nut you dont know their identites

zl MR STAUDAJ-IER No we dont know tFmt they weren

z2 positive We dont

23 THE COURT Im not talking about

24 MR STAUDAHER know if they were ever tested

25 THE COURT the people who didnt fo low up Im
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talking about

MR STAUDAHER Oh

THE COURT the people who did follow up

MR STAUDAHER Tts our undersandnc th0t those

peoole were tested

ThiE COURT Arid theyre negative

MR STAUDAHER at some point and theh we
negative yes

THE COURT Okay And wnat Mr Wrioht 503/iflO is

10 okay you Know there were 126 patients or that day You cdn

11 eliminate the people we alreaoy know their ierttie berause

12 theyre this case and they tested positIve Of those ether

13 people what you could do is try to subpoena dxd contcct all

14 of those ano then find out from those who contdcteo you beck

15 Did ou follow up with the Health District or not follow up

16 with the Health District

17 that essentially what youre sayirg Mr Wiqnr

18 MR WRICHT Yes And it it affects on the chrt

19 when we have skipped the whole skipping and room to room

20 and presumptions that this this persor that followed didnt

zl get hep now its goirg to be left wed we we donr

22 know if they did or didnt

23 THE COURT How is this different from

24 MR WRIGHT And

25 THE COURT any other case where the defenses
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argument is Look at how poorly investigated this case was

Lets just take run of the mill robbery case and you know

somebony says on you know it was an Afrcan American person

that was feet and then they stop an Afr can American person

cn the street nd hes 57 and they arrest him and then they

shut t5e wide thing down and they dont bother with

fingerprInts or DNA or anything else that they could have done

thdt would have potentialy exonerated ftc person that they

picked

10 Ann thats what the defense arcues and know

11 though you oont tend to handle those kinds of cases but

ll trust me on this thats probably the majority of what we see

13 You know how i5 this any different when fte argument is

14 look the State didnt no good ob They didnt do

15 thorouch investigation They could have done more You know

16 where where are these other things that th ey could have

17 none

18 MR WRIGHT The

19 THE COURT Tell me how this is dfferent

20 MR WRIGHT The difference is the State of Nevada

21 has the nfcrmation They the State of Nevada nas it

22 Youre sayino the District Attorney doesrt The State has

23 evidence tnat may be exculpatory That ma3i help tie and

24 cant Yave it And youre putting this prIvacy right of the

25 Health District
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THE COURT Well first of all lets be

MR WRIGHT above

THE COURT clear here Mr WrIght You werenr

heard on you were all here as recall but none of the

defense wanted to be hearo on the issue with the Heal-h

District So what the Court considered was what tne Statc hat

preseneo anc what the Health District had presented

Anc basically the issue that was litiqateo at that

time was well the State saio well we you know feel like

10 we neec to find these things and blah blah blat ano you

11 know -he Health District as recall said theres other

12 ways for them to get it

13 Anc our interests in protectinc full and comulete

14 disilosure to fulfill the duties of the Health Dstrict you

15 know are tantamount to to their you know interests in

16 finding this information The statute thoucht was prety

17 clear tte State statute and so that was the issue befoe

18 the Court at that time

19 The Defense you Know was here they you Know

20 didnt didnt choose to weigh in at that point And

21 dont uhnk in some way its far to penalize the 9istrLt

22 Attorneys who are here because they did seek out tnat

23 information

24 MR WRIGHT Well they

25 THE COURT from the Health District Im not
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saying you were obligated to cc it

MR WRIGHT Of course Im not

THE COURT All Im

MR WRIGHT Im not obligated

THE COURT no ard Im not and well just

before Im not suggesting that you were out ct me just

say that tne consideration that you know wuat was what

was corsdered by the Court was the arguments from the State

the DAs office and the Health District at that time you

know not you know some of the arguments tnat youre makinc

II today So tfats all Im saying

IL In any event

MR WRIGHT Because today Im saying it under

14 compulsory compulsory process and the right of

ccnfrcntaticr want the evicence that the State of Nevada

16 has and will not give me

17 Anc dcnt buy their higher investicative privilege

thdt trumps my clients right to the evibence Shere these

19 cases come up all the time The State if they dont want

zO turn it over has the option They do t5is secrecy cases

ii top secret cont want to turn over CIA informaton The

z2 remedy is the case gets dismissed

2u Ycu dont just say oh sorry you got to cc to

24 trial without Thats what am recoesting and want and

z5 the State has And the Health District theyre
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willy ri ly on their obligations Theyll promise

confidentiality mean its right in their it Ldbuss

note They tell scmeone this is an off the recoro stotement

and then tarr right axcuno anc hand it to the pr icc

So dont buy this investigative

THE COURT Well just

MR WRIGHT privilege and tie prc interest

THE COURT just to be clear ts no dn

investigative privilege under the

MR WRIGHT Public health privilege

THE COURT statute its patient pmivilege

Its to get people to disclose these dise0ses tc tie Heath

District c5 as recall it so tha theyr not Jr0id

that their icentities will be made known tlls 0se

publicly

Anb so thats whdt its for so That people feel

like they cart qo to the Health District if theyve cntracted

disease anc they dont have to worry about tte ndrne being

disclosed down the road

Ano the the State nterest is pretty cbvious We

need people who re willing to go and discose these things

for the Health District so that the Health Dstrct cdn

determine outbreaks and put an end to them And the idea

being if people know well hey if go to the Health

District then some criminal defense attorney may get my ndme
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ano you know the reporter sitting in the back row now is

goino knrw who am anc thdt Ive got hepatitis or you

know maybe went even you know you know some meople may

not wart it want it known they went to the gastro center

beccuse maybe they have you know Crohns disease or cancer

or some otner disease that they dont want known publicly

They dont want their employers to know about it

Ano so these are ll interests What if one of

those peope tested positive for AIDS Ely totaily unrelated

10 to this case Thats sometning thats clearly protected Ant

so there are abundant reasons why thats an important statu-e

12 thct Ann noteing to do with the proceeding

13 But you know right now as Im sitting here can

14 think wel gosh if people know wow if go in and

15 disclse tuese things and Im tested and have disease tha

don- want people krow knowing about because its

17 stinmaized and it could even be problem with my employer

18 you Know what if youre then thats going to put

19 pu stop to the flow of iormation to the flea th District

20 Ano think this richt tere what were what were

21 seeing is exactly what theyre concerned about And so iou

z2 know stand by the ruling in that regard

23 So heres what would suggest going forward Lets

24 get started Well go through the direct of Mr Labus If

z5 you have question regarding cross if that will open the
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door then certainly approach the bench we need take

break or sorrLething like that well excuse the jury and take

break

With respect to triis Issue with the noridislosue

This was an issue thats been known for long tame dno so te

me to sprino It on you thow on the Court ano sk fo an

order correlling the Health District to turn over thesa

records you know contravention of the previous urder

or Im not qoing to do that

10 So you know you certainly have the rignt to iaise

11 this issue at later date and you can do that you know to

12 brief it fully and say that your clients rights were

13 denied

14 WRIGHT Okay

15 THE COURT because of the failure of the Health

16 District upor the Courts order to disclose the information

17 and then tie failure of the District Attorneys Office to take

18 alternate steps to tiy to learn or asoerraln the inforriation

19 You certainly can do that as you know

20 WRIGHT Okay So is it

21 THE COURT post-tral remedy but at this point

22 in time dort think its fair to make the motion while the

23 jury is all waiting axouno to start when this is an issue

24 thats been known not for days not for weeks but for

25 months made that ruling months ago
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So Mr Santacroce

Mr SPNTAnROCE Yes ust needed to make my

recobe Your Honor want to join Mr WrigHts motion

objection tecurding these 104 putients In addition want

to objec to States Proposed 228 which is the chart This

chant lists ounch of hngs that the Heatn District

aoparert cansideed and riled out and it says results

ruled ou
The3 go throuch tne IV placements They go through

10 the scopes They go througn the biopsy equipment And they

11 say weve ruled these out for various reasons And now the

12 Courts te lirg me if go nto for example Lynette Campbell

13 and the -v pl0cements wflch they ruled out then Im opening

14 the door to tLese IOu patents mean how if youre

15 going a_low tnis in ard the jury is coing to take it back

16 to the jury room

17 ThiS COUPT oiont soy was okay Go on

18 MR SANTAcROCE no Im just saying object to

19 it coming unless cur cross examine on each one of these

20 things tfat were ruled out without opening tne door to the

21 bigger issue So thats the dilemma have and thats why

22 Im objecting to allowing this to come in

23 TSE COURT All right

24 MR SANTACROCE Cr at least give me some direction

25 as to what c0n go into without opening the door
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I-lB COURT One of the problems the Courts having

right now is dont know what Mr Labuss answers would be to

those questions And dont know if Ms Weckerly knows vhat

Mr nabuss answers would be to those cuestions medu

think its fair you know Mr Santaoroces theory is that

its more Iikey that tYe that it was transrrUtted tImruo

contaminated saline than was through you know the

propofol whioh makes sense in you know think hes

hes got good theory hes working with beocuse you got to

10 put the virus In numerous bottles of propofol d5 opposed to

11 single bottle of saline

12 So you know its thats where he is ano he h0

13 right to flesh that tieory out certainly So you knov if

14 Mr Sartdcrcce gets into you know why was Lynette Cartpbell

15 and the saine solution excluoed you know do you know what

16 Mr babus going to say beoause certainly oont

17 MS WECKERLY mean think hes noing to say

18 its you Know its based on their observations at the iinic

19 and their rexiew of the charts dont think he rne0n

20 dont uhnK hes going to mdke reference to the other i05

21 cases But hes going to base it on what they observed at

22 their investigation

23 1-15 COURT Okay So pretty

24 MS WECKERLY And all of these conclusons are baseh

25 on their observations or chart reviews from the
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THE COURT just from those two days

MS WECKERLI two infection days

THE COURT As long as thats it then dont see

that opening the door You can fully cross examine

MR SANTARORL OKay

THE COURT oc now Ms Weokerly guess what

MS WECKERLY Nd can get him and ask him

THE COURT well you can ask him or you know

just tel cim lock some answer is going to call for going

10 into ftc why dont you just you know ask him If thats

11 all he based everything on then dont see the door ing
12 opened ann were okdy

13 MS WECKERLY OKay

14 THE COURT if anyone needs yes Mr Wright

15 MR WRIGHT Riuht just wan it clear dont

16 want to csK iin in front of the jury mean the state of

17 the record is ndve requested the production of the patients

18 that the 105 ldentfty of them and the 20 for the two

19 dates in gueston

20 THE COURT Rioht

21 MR WRIGHT Ard the the pftvi ege precludes the

22 production is that correct

23 THE COURT mean dont know

24 MR WRIGHT mean just wanc the record

25 THE COURT dont know why it
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MR WRIGHT straight

THE COURT would be different from you requestinc

it than it was from the State requesting it

MR WRIGHT Beoause have compu_sory prooess

THE COURT Well thdt wasnt

MR WRIGHT dnd right of oonfrontatlon

THE COURT ocay

MR WRIGHT and they dont And and you ao

like knew this the entire time Im telling you until we

were at sicebar up there talkng about the 105 did not

know tfey didnt know wio tnose 105 were We were up there

THE COURT Well the 05 and the tO are different

MR STAUDAHER Yes theyre oomp1etely different

MR WRIGHT Correot

MS WECKERLY Theyre differen

THE COURT dfferent issues

MR WRIGHT Corieot undesdnnd tfeyre different

issues but Im teling you didnt know they hadnt

oonduoted beoause thats wren was up there squawking

about

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT why didnt they do oriminal

investigation Why did they just take handed to them this

and then ttey turned it into orirninal case And then
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learnec up there for the frst time that they didnt do

anything Ti-at they just

MR SAUDAHER No thats

MR WRIGHT well

MR SThTTDAIfFR ti-ats another time now

MR WRIGHT hats rrnsstaement Im

dont meant Wont tney accented the report of the

Southern Nevdta Health District and accepted what would be

turned over tc tnem arc did nothing further to try to get

10 more information than wi-at was in there And so didnt

11 know all of that from preparation towards the case

12 Jo Im saying is now my compulsory process nioht

13 undar he Corstitutiun jist want it clear that they that

14 the privieqe cOO you artculated it well and

15 understand the reasons and the basis for it and dont

16 and Im not uroning abut your judgment on the call Im just

17 sayino want the eccro cleuj that it not only trumps the

18 States cenanh for it bu trumps my cemand for it for Dr

19 Desai

20 THE COURT All rioht Off that issue was not

21 considered at the time made the ruling

22 MR WRIGHT Right

23 THE COURT All riqht So havirg saio that you

24 know read this months ago My belief frorr memory would

25 be that there were no exceptions to that Now you know if
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you would like again think its little bit unfair to

ask for ruling you know right now My recollection of

reading everything and studying it and was that there are

no exceptions And again Im you know think its to

protec people from you Know beino hauled into court in

unrelated matters and having their private nealth information

disclosed

And so you krow think that the the iuling

would be the some And Ill certainly say this morning Im

10 not going to order My Labus or tne HealTh District to turn

11 over the information to you

12 MR WRIGHT Okay And wasnt wasnt

13 suggesting there was statitory exception in there for the

14 THE COURT No No know you

15 MR WRIGHT okay Im saying

16 THE COURT youre not Im saying didnt

17 consider it tfle statutory rue and weighing that doing any

18 kind of weighing analysis witr Dr Desais ConstItutional

19 rights And think youre right you know generally if he

20 cant net fair trial ano theres no way to turn over the

21 infomation or get the informaton then the remedy is

22 dismissal dont see tYat as being the case here dont

23 see that hes being denied ins right to fair trial because

24 of the absence of the information

25 MR WRIGHT Okay But Im not talking due process
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for trial Im talking compu sory process aside from right

of confrontation in me cross examining him My independent

right cant even remember the cases on compulsory process

hut its thees one Supreme Court case Oklahoma versus

somebody cno tee o5 statute that precluded turning over

certain nform0tlcn dnc was found that compusory process

trumpeo

1-15 COUEI Ano idopy to read that case and

would have recd it had anyone given me heads up that we

10 would be crgtng this tlis mornng which is why Im saying

11 dont hInK its fair of you really to sprinc this this

12 mornino on tYe State Ms Weckerly did you read that case in

13 anticipation

14 MS WE.CIKERnY Not on

15 MR WRIGHT ddnt either

16 ThE COURT todays oxgument certainly didnt

17 MS WECEERLY Not or compulsory process

18 THE COURT So you know Im happy to read it at the

19 lunch breaK If someone wants to get me cite for that case

20 and consder it hu oaIr that wasnt what was considered

21 last time you know no exceptions to the statute

22 Ill eiteate the State interests and the

23 public health nterests in the statute think are obvious

24 And as we sit here fighnirg over these people and you know

25 media being present hink the reason for the statute
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really has hit home And its quite obvious to the Court

Ano so you know if these people were hauled into

court think it would have chilling effect on future

people going to the Health District if they think gee

dont you know want to be dont want my n0me being out

there in tne in the publIc eye Im happy to ead the

case

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT Like said you know this is just

10 sprung on me this mornieg didnt reac the case You know

11 havent been reading up on compulsory process and and

12 statutes that preclude you know disseminatlcr of

13 info-maton So

14 MR WRIGHT havent read up on it either Your

15 Honor It just seems so fundamental to me that witness

i6 cant Get on the stand that knows more than do cnd then che

17 State has the Information and cant share with me mean

18 donr even need cases for that to say that uroposition

19 doesnt work

20 But understand understand the ruling

21 THE COURT Well he is percipient witness to this

22 and frankly

2u MR WRIGHT have no problem with his percipient

24 witness want to be cear on that didrt say he

25 couldnt testify mean whatever his percipient thing is
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got it know the issue

THE COURT Heres the problem though the whole

mean part what Im Ive heard from the Defense is

you know this was sort of the whole mecn my words not

yours this whole son of rush to judgmert ard you know

that they dicnt consider everything Bff an Lbus was you

know anh the CDC the Od from the ff5 ws them So

dont know how this case coulo be put on wtnLt Brian Labus

or someone from the Health District to exp_cn well Why did

10 we get to this theory

11 Because thats whff Im hearinc the opening

12 statement it was rush to j.cgment it wdsnt thorough

13 investigation Then you net the plaintiffs bar involved dnd

14 its rea ly oh go after tne propofol art to tne exclusion

15 of these other cheaper thnns ike the r5 the multiuse

16 saline And so dont know Low the case coulc go forward

17 withouc brincing all of tfat out

18 So lets take couple of minuce break nd then

19 want to get started with the jury

20 MR STAUDAHER your Honor Im not going to argue

21 anything just want mo put something on tne record if

22 may and it wi1l just take one seccnd

23 know that the Court and Im not quibbling with

24 the orcer regarding the admission or not of the actual report

25 of the Health District but do want to put that the State
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did suhuit tour cases for the Courts review United States

Berry 683 3d

THE COURT And think that was the one

MR STAUDAHER 1015

THE COURT was quoting from tis morning

MR StmAUDAHER 2012 ase that was rrinflndl

matter And then also Eflis International Playtex 745

2d 292 Dreyton Pilcr ms Pride which was 472 2d 638

And also the Beechcrafr cr Aircraft Corporation Beech

10 Aerospace Services Rainey which was 488 US 153 U.S

11 Supreme Court decision

12 didnt indicate have any inOication that the

13 Defense had ever submitteo any cases

14 THE COURT They did not

15 MR STAUDAHER ard dont know what else the

16 Court reviewed Out did want to have or the record that that

17 was suhnltteo and

18 THE COURT Anc dic consider all of them and

19 MR STAUDAHER at edst

zO THE COURT and the case was quoting from this

zl morninc was U.S Berry which wds the sole criminal case

22 and that was the one where the documents that the Court upheld

23 were routine administrative documents that there was no

24 anticipation of crimiral proceeding

25 Other cases have talked about litigation and you
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know dont know the exact timing of all of these events

but you know think it was pretty clear early on certainly

by what was coing on in the meda that there could be

criminal charges certainly trat tbe wou be civil

litigation involved in all of this

Anc so think the reccut jq conqclcte there Can we

get started with the jury

MR STAUDAHER yes You honor

THE COURT Okay

10 Pause in the proceecinos

11 THE COURT Go ahead and brino in the jury Kenny

12 Thanks

13 Do you have the full name of that Ok1homa case

14 MR WRIGHT No but Ill oct

15 THE COURT Doesnt cive ire lot coesnt give my

16 poor law clerk lot to work with there

17 MS STJNISH Ok_ahcm0 ano compulsory process

18 MR WRIGHT Right

19 MS STANISH U.S Supeme Court youll find it

20 MR WRIGHT Compulsory process

21 MS STANISH Westlaw searTh ill work with that

22 MR WRIGHT It seems ike co Tie was statute

23 that preclude if you can believe this

24 THE COURT Well mean if its

25 MR WRIGHT statute precluded tte defendnnt
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from calling charged accomplice as witness or something

It was statute that precluded testimony

THE COURT What was the like basis for the

statute Like the public policy behind the statute

MR WRIGHT dont even it wasnt very good It

wasnt as bin as the

THE COURT Unlike this public

MR WRIGHT interest here

THE COURT policy behind the statute which is

10 you know pretty compelling

11 MR WRIGHT Correct

12 TIE MRRSHAL Ladies and gentlemen please rise for

13 the presence of the jury

14 Jury entering at 1011 c.m
15 THE MARSHAL Thanks everybody You may be seated

16 THE COURT All right Court is now beck in session

17 The record should reflect the presence of the State through

18 the Deputy District Attorneys the defenoants 0nd their

19 counsel the officers of the court and the aoies and

zO gentlemen of the jury

21 Ano the State may call its nex witness

22 MS WECKERLY Brian Labus

23 THE COURT Mr Labus just right up Yere please

24 sir next to me up those couple of stairs Ard then remain

25 standing facing this lady right there who will adidnister
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the oath to you

BRIAN LABUS STATES WITNESS SWORE

THE CLERK Thank you Please be seated And please

state and spell your name

THE WITNESS Bran Labus as in

boy US sinSam
THE COURT All right Thank you

Ms Weckerly

DIRECT EXAMINATION

10 HI MS WECKERLI

11 Sir how are you employed

12 Im the senior eplderniolooisr fr the Southern

Li Nevada Health District

14 And how long have you been ftc senor

15 epidemiologist for the Health District

16 Ive been the senor epi for 0not yeas

17 Ive been employed there for 12

18 Okay Ano whats your educatftoncl background

19 that allowed you to work in that capacity

20 have bachelors degree ir oiolooy from

21 Purdue and hcve masters of publft hea Li 0nd infetious

22 diseases from UC Berkeley

23 Prior to having the position you have as the

24 senior epidemiologist did you hold other positions within the

25 Health District
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Yes was an epidemiologist

An epidemiologist Were you assigned to

investigate the hepatitis outbreak at the Endoscopy Center of

Southern Nevada in 2007

Yes was

Can you explain to the members of the july how

it was that the the outbreak itself came to your attention

Hepatitis when acute cases occur is

reportable to the health authority and by law were

10 lesponsible for investioating those

11 And what what is how does the Health

12 District and the CDC define an acute case of hepatitis

13 An acute case of hepatitis is oefined by

14 number of lab tests that show the person has heptitis as

15 well as some current liver problems so an elevated liver

16 enzyme which shows damage to the liver or bilirubin which is

17 why you turn yellow and get the symptoms crom fepatitis You

18 hdve to have discrete onset of symptoms So the combination

19 of the lab test and the symptoms are what defines it as an

20 acute case of hepatitis

21 And is there time period where ccses ale

z2 defined as acute like from the time of exposure like hat

23 would be the outer range of what could be considered acute

24 If person is infected theyll develop acute

25 disease within six months
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And the other cases assume are cJled

chronic

That winds up being little bit of tricky

term Chronic usually refers to long cerm irfcction with

hepatitis So you have new infectior smc neicentage

of those people get symptoms they get sicK with tue disease

The rest have subclinical disease Sc tie virus is in them

its doing damage but rhey dont have ary outward svmotoms

Some people clear the infection but mosu co or tc have

10 long term infection which is the chronic Yept1tis

11 And are chronic cases reported to the Health

12 District

13 All lab reports are reported to cut chronic

14 hepatiis is not legally reportable to us

15 Okay Axid typically how many acte cases would

16 be reported to the Health Dlstrct in rormal year

17 Usually between two and four cuses in fllark

18 County

19 Okay In Cark County Now when you when

20 was it that you first learned of this outbreak

21 learned about it on January 2008

22 And when you dd you learn about it like

23 because you were assigned to investigate it or how was it

24 that it came to your attention

25 We had the two cases reported one was in late
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November one was in December They were investigated by our

investigaton staff at the office And when they identified

the common link between the cases it was passed up the chain

and ttats when became aware of it

Okay So initial you were just aware of two

cases hat were possibly associcted with the clinic

Th0ts correct

And based on that what steps did you take in

cider kno of net plan together to start investigating

10 This was sort of uncommon for us We dont

11 normally see hepatitis tied to medical facility and when

12 the cases were idenified they had procedures on

13 diffeen dates So we had two cases sort of associated with

14 the saTe pace nd sort of in the same rime range but not or

15 the same date Sc we contacted the CDC to talk to them about

16 where 5houd we go with this investigation What would be the

17 apprepiate rext steps

18 So initially one of the cases you bad reported

19 was went from July 25

zO Thdts correct

21 And then 7ou tao another one from September the

22 21st

23 Thats correct

24 And then based on that they they had an

25 associaton with the clinic but not much else of
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connec ion is that fair initially

Yes Colonoscopies are common procedure and

so the fact that both people had them it was uncommon but it

really didnt really make it certain that it was any one

particular clinic It could have just been coincidence

Okay Ano what was what was behind he

decision to contact the CDC

The fact that we had some connection between

these wo cases but not really strong connect on and ve

10 wanted to talk to the experts on hepatitis and

11 healthcare acquired infections to see if this warranted fuLL

12 investigatIon

13 And when had you have you in previous

14 investigatIons contacteo the CDC for cress its advIce

15 or or their thoughts on an investigation or an outbresic

16 Yes

17 And is that something thats frequently done bt

18 the Health District

19 Yes and theres process in place to do thdt

20 Theres kind of informal request and forma request but

21 theyre Kind of the the experts on those diseases So wher

22 we dont know what to do if the State doesnt know then we

23 go up to toe CDC

24 Now do the ones the CCC always send an

25 investigative team out or sometime do they just offer advice
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or or maybe information and then the investigation is just

done with Icca officials

Most of the time its more of an informal

discussion with CDC where were just asking for their

expertise ann they kind of give us their thoughts just as

scientists We occasionally will request formal

investicatcr from the CDC Thare is documert thats

requeseo ny cu state eplderriio ogist that goes to the CDC

and theret an cfficial process for having them send somebody

10 cut

11 Par of it is deciding is it worth sending somebody

12 cut Is it something where tiey need to come into the field

13 Or Is it somethino they can do just by assisting from Atlanta

14 OK0y In this particular case two people were

15 sent out from tne DC correct

16 Var hats correct

17 And thats Dr Me issa Schaefer and Dr Gayle

18 Fischer now Lanqlev

19 Yes thats correct

20 Okay When was it that those two doctors came

21 cut

22 They arrived on January

23 And prior to them corning on January what

24 what did you do in terms of the investigaton

25 Well on the 2nc we were discussing things with
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CDC and we identified third case And the third case with

acute disease alSO had procedure on September 21 So now we

had two cases that were on the same day third case on

different day Clearly there was something going on with that

clinic because thats more than wed eect in tical year

basically

Sure

So we began just to to net whatever documents

we had on on the cliric we talked to the Bureau of

10 Licensure and Certification because they are the grcup

11 responsible for regulatino that facility So the first

12 guestion was are they responsible we contacted them they

13 said that they were responsible and ther we coordinated ou

14 response with them

15 We both decided to wait until CDC arrived to launch

16 cur field investigation

17 Okay Ann then the CDC obviously gets there

18 Yes

19 And do you are you the one that actually

20 makes the call over to the clinic on the 9th to nfcrm them

21 that youre coming over

22 Yes

23 And how how much in advance of your arrival

24 at the clinic did you make that phone call

25 It was about 30 minutes
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Okay Ano when when you all went over on the

9th do you recall if it was in the mornino afternoon

It was in the afternoon

And it was yourself Dr Schaefer and Fischer

and who else

And we hac two people from the Bureau of

Licensure anc Certificdrion

Was the was the investioation of the Bureau

of Licensure coordinatec with your investigation at all or

10 was it separcte one or how would you cescribe it

11 would say its parallel nvestigation They

12 had their own nvestigarive process There were things that

13 they had to look into wfen they were out there They were

14 dome basically complaint response essentially and they

15 had certain thngs they had to do that that we didnt and

16 vice versa

17 Sc CDC was there to assist us and the BLC was doing

18 parallel irvestio0tion ct tYe scn time

19 Okay So its far to say you worked pretty

20 closely with the CDC ant ess so with the the Bureau of

21 Licensure

22 We were all in the same room but lot of it

23 they were look ng at some other things that we werent

24 particularly interested in and tuey looked at lot of the

25 paperwork do do the employees all have licenses do they
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have up to date TB tests lot of just the normal things they

do as part of the the regulation of the clinic Things

that didnt matter to us as part of the outbreak really

Okay Ano so its pretty close by right the

where the Health Distrct was at that time versus the

location of the clinic

Yes the cYnic wcs right across from the Health

District my office was another block up the street

Okay So you did you just walk over there

10 Yes

11 on the 9th al of you

12 Yes

13 And who do you meet up with when you get to the

14 clinic on the afternoon of the 9thi

15 We et vih Tonya Rushing We met with Dr

16 Carrol And then they fao few other people jon us Jeff

17 Krueger was in and out and KatIe Valey

18 And who was it of your group that explained to

19 the clinc staff why you were there

20 Idid

21 And what cio you tell them

22 Basicdlly whot Ive told you We dentified

23 three cases of hepatitis we had this common connection

24 they were ccute cases we yoi know we oont know whats

25 causing it but were here to do an investigation figure out
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why this occurred and what steps if any are needed to

prevent additional cases the future

Did you make any requests of the clinic in terms

of your next steps in the investigation

Yes we sarted to ask for documents and those

sort of thncs They took us down and gave us quick kind of

walk t5rouoh the clinic just to give us an overview and we

starteo rakinq about what icird of documents tYey had so that

the next day we could start to get the the paperwork we

10 needed to go through

11 And what was the the paperwork that you were

12 lookino for

13 We wanted the the logs that had list of

14 every person th0t wds seen on those days and then we wanted

15 the charts fion cAl the people th0t had procedures on those

16 days as wel a5 the believe the three or four days pricr

17 to the ther pocedures a5 well

18 Okay You oidnt get you didnt review those

19 charts on the first day you were there though is that fair

zO No we were at the clinic maybe an hour hour

21 and half We cad meeting wtc them they cave us the

22 overview ano that was we cot there at the end of the day

23 400 or so so it was already late in the day We planned

24 come back the next morning at 800 and start our our

25 docurnert review at that time
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Did you observe any procedures at li that first

day on the 9th or was it just sort of walk through

We didnt really observe procedures We could

see what was going on think it was the last patient of the

day or they were just finishing up So there really wasnt

riuch to see at that point It wasnt an observation of

their procedures more just kind of lookfiig around and

gettinc feel for how the clinc worked

Okay Obviously you go back on the 9th

10 The 9th was the Wednesday we went

11 mean the 10th sorry

12 Yes thats correct

13 And did you go in the morning at this at that

14 point

15 Yes we did

16 And is it the same group of people that you

17 described the BLC the two doctors from the CDC nd

18 yourself

19 Yes as well as couple aodltionai

zO investigators from my office We had lot documents to go

21 through so we had different people at different times

22 assisting us go through and abstract the irformation

23 Okay Ann what were the what dd you first

24 do when you when you got there on that second day

25 We were requesting documens on th0t day and so
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they started to bring us those documents They showed us to

conference room and let us get set up in there so we could

start to review things Then we started going through all the

the paperwork that tiey hac tbe patient loom the charts

we started requesting things like their policies and

procedures BLC was dome thc same thing at the same time so

we made lot of requess of them for paperwork basically

Between yourself and other representatives from

the Health District and the DC did you all develop sort of

10 information you were looking to extract from each patient file

11 on those days or hew did you go about categorizng that

12 information

13 The DC came ip with questionnaire that we

14 could use to ext1Ct the nfcniatien on rhe document so

15 collect the patient names demographic information then all

16 the the details of tte prccedue What time did it start

17 What time did end When people were involved Basically

18 so we got consisten information out of rhe charts and could

19 put big table tooether of everything we collected

20 And wds tfat te do soir of corrpaiison to see

21 if you could see any uness connondlinies

22 Right We were lookino for whateve- corrmnon

23 links we could identify between tbe cases

24 Now at the time you were there and extracting

25 information from the charts old you have at that time in
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your head an idea of how you thought the hepatitis oould

have been transmitted in this case that early on

We had number of possibilities going in just

knowing what dnd happened in previous outbreaks but we didnt

know what happened in this particular clinc

And when you say you had number of ideas are

part of those or were part of those ideas based on just the

nature of the disease itself

No they were based more on the nature of

10 previous outbreaks that had happened over the last 10 or 15

11 years that CDC investigated and had been published in the

12 literature So we knew what sort of things otters had found

13 doing these types of investiot1ons so hose were kind of the

14 train things that we expected to look at in oar investigation

15 Okay And those were mean tnink you

16 just said it those were thlncs you were coing to look at but

17 not to the exclusion of other notions or other possibilities

18 is that fair

19 Thats correct

20 So as as Ioure reviewing tue charts on the

21 second day oid you or any members of your team or the CDC

22 start to observe procedures at all

z3 At the eno of the day we went In and we did

24 meeting with the staff and expained why we were there We

25 saw part of one procedure ann nelieve they waiked us
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through the scope cleaning process that cay anc showed us how

they did things

The procedure that you just mentioned was that

one that you personally observed

Yes was in the room

Arid who who was the TNA gtess on that

procedure if you recall

That day it was Lnd0 Hubbaro

And at the time you chserred that procedure was

10 there anything that you took notice of ic erms of how she

11 handleo the procedure or administered the sedation

12 noticed that she was onl3 wearinq one glove

13 insteac of two Other than that it c5 just the very end of

14 the procedure believe She hcd airenoy gIven tue

15 injection so there wasnt realy thct mLch to observe We

16 were just there for part of that procedure oct the entire

17 one So it was just little bIt of tha on tidt particular

18 prooedure

19 And think you aso said Ohdt you oriserved the

20 scope cleaning on that day

21 Yes

22 And was that somethinc you persona ly observed

23 Yes

24 And can you descrbe what you saw of that

25 procedure or of that aspect of toe pracrice
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They walked us through step by step from when

scope came into the room through the manual cleaning process

through the automated reprocessing of the scopes just kind of

step by step how they did everything

From your observations of that mid you did

you see any deficiencies or anything that you were concerned

aut in terms of the scope cleaning

The one that we noticed was that they used the

detergent solution for two scopes It was labeled for use on

iO single scope or set of instruments But tFat was the only

11 one that jumped out as not following the manufacturers

12 instructIons

13 Arid the the fact that youd seen that

14 deficiency how did that play into your assessment as to

whether that was the the reason why hepatitis was

16 transmitted at this clinic

17 guess it was cause for concern and so we

18 asked he CDC their experts on scope cleaniro wnat they

19 thougmi of it

20 Okay And was that discourted at some point or

21 at tha pont
22 At some point after discussion the people at

z3 the CCC fe that there was cleaning process in place

z4 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object as to hearsay

25 MS WECKERLY Well its already beer testified to
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by them but

MR SANTACROCE Well its still hearsay

THE COURT Well that doesnt mean its oct hearsay

MS WECKERLY Okay

BY MS WECKERJY

Well based on based on your investigation

collectively at some point did you discount that

Yes

Now was that you sort of scw the end of

10 or little bit of one procedure that day aro then you

11 observed the scope cleaning and did anythlno elRe happen that

12 day aside from additional possible chart revlewf

13 No it was mostly chart review Every day we

14 were meeting with the clinic mutiple times to let them know

15 what we founc believe on the first day we ientified one

16 or two more additional oases We had the te ist of

17 recent cases that weve been notified of ano we were able to

18 cross reference those with the clinic parient list So we did

19 identify Im not sure which day it was but we know we

20 identified one on that cay and dont know exct1y when the

21 rest of them were

22 So its as youre there investiqating you

23 learn of at leant one or two more cases from tte September

24 21st date

25 Yes thats correct
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And so at that point youre kind of at bigger

number even thcn when you started

Yes thats correct

You go back the next day g-uess tnat would be

the 11th is that right

Yes Friday the 11th

Okay And what what do you do on that day

We spent the morning observing procedures So

we had number of us in the rooms observing procedures while

10 other people were still back abstracting information from the

11 records

THE COURT How many people total went in with you

13 from the Health at that time

14 THE WITNESS On that day we hao myself the two

15 people from CDC one or two BLC investigators were there we

also had two or three other people from the Health District

17 doing the record abstraction at tat point

18 THE COURT Ml right Cc on Ms Weckerly Sorry

19 BY MS WECKERJ2

20 You personally observed procedures on that day

21 thdt Friday

22 Yes did

23 Who did you observe doing procedures

24 observed Linda Hubbard was the CRNA and Dr

25 Carrol was doing the procedures that morning
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And how did you what was the observation of

Linda Hubbaros practioe with regard to administering

propofol

She would injeot the patient with the propofol

and when the procedure was done any remaining propofol that

was in the vial stayed on the table she had set up for all her

equipment and after several patients she took several

syringes and filled them from the existing vials of propofol

Okay So she would fill like one syringe from

10 couple different vials

11 Yes She had multiple vials out there ond she

12 basically just removed all the propofol from those foui or

13 five vid that were sitting there into multiple syringes

14 Did that get your attention or cause you

15 concern

16 Yes

17 Why is that

18 Propofol is labeled for sing_epatient use It

19 was being treated as mu1 tidose medication at that point an

20 SO thats one of the concerns wIth injection safety issues

21 the use of essentially multidose vials or single dose vials

22 incorrectly as multidose vials

23 On the day that that you were there do you

24 remember tne size of the vials that were being used

25 believe the ones that we saw were all 20cc
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vials

Did you observe the preop area of the clinic at

all on Friday or any of the other days

Yes that was kind of the main area so you had

to walk through that to go to anywhere else

From your observations of the preop area did

you see dny ceficiencies in terms of saline flushes or

adrninisterno heplocks anything that caused you concern

There was separate room where they did the IV

10 setup and so that wasnt in the main preop area that was

11 separae room and diant do observations of that particular

12 room

13 Okuy The CDC investigators with you did one

14 of them observe that area

15 Yes

16 Now when you were the clinic did you have

17 any ccrversations with anl of the employees who were there

18 Yes

19 Was one of thet conversation you had with

20 Vince Iiione

21 Yes

22 Did he tell you anything about syringes

23 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object to hearsay

24 MS WECKERLY Its prior inconsistent statement

25 THE COURT All right Go ahead
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BY MS WECKERLY

You can answer What did he tell you

MR WRIGHT join the objection

THE COURT Ill see counsel up here for minute

Of record bench conference

BY MS WECKERLY

Sir was asking you about the conversation you

had with Mr Mione Before you tell me what was said can you

do you remember what day it was that you had the

10 conversation with him

11 Yes it was Friday right before lunch and we

12 were observing procedures

13 So obviously it was at the obviously it was

14 at the clinic Was axyone else present besides yourself and

15 Mr Mione

16 Yes Melissa Schaefer and were standing there

17 talkinc to him

18 And was it in procedure room or just kind of

19 in the hallway or how would you describe the area

20 It was just outside the door of the procednre

21 room so it was kind of in the the more common area

22 And the comments that he made to you were they

23 prompted by question that you asked or was it just

24 something that he said in the course of another conversation

25 No we were asking few questions
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Okcy Do you remember what you what you

asked him

ask him

but not the

syringes

10

11 syringes but

12

13 him is th0t

14

15

16 did it cause

17 transmission

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Melissa was asking the guestions so didnt

remember the qeneral tenor of the conversation

specific cuestions

Do you remember if he said anything about

Yes

Wh0t did he say

He said tY0t they were instructed to reuse

that he didnt 00 it

Okay Anc he didnt indicate who instructed

fair

Tmits correct

When you wben you were told that infornetion

you conerr about source or means of

Yes it did

And why why would that be

With the reuse of the propofol vials that weve

seen plus ti-c reuse of ssrnoes to access those vials there

would be the potential for cisease transmission between

patients

Okay How ong were were you and your

investigators nd the CDC at the clinic in days How many
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